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GROWER PROFILES 
 

  
France 
Triennes  
La Varenne 
Waris-Hubert 
Denis Chaput 
Domaine Dujac 
Michel Mailliard  
Domaine de Montcy 
Jean-Baptiste Adam 
Gérard & Julie Portaz 
Château Rocher Corbin 
Domaine du Pré Semelé 
Domaine Roblet-Monnot 
Domaine de la Guilloterie 
Domaine Bernard Moreau 
Cognac Vallein Tercinier 
 
 

Austria 
Ebner-Ebenauer 
Leth 
Schauer 
 
 California 
 Trig Point 
 Snowden 
 
New Zealand 
Momo 
Seresin 
 
South Africa 
Sincerely 
The Left Bank 
Neil Ellis Wines 

 
 

 
 

Italy 
Rizzi 
Miani 
Tiberio 
Collazzi 
Marrone 
Le Monde 
Borgoluce 
Vino Lauria 
Marina Coppi 
Castello di Ama 
Sassetti Pertimali 
St. Michael-Eppan 
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USA - California – Napa 
 
Snowden   
Cabernet Sauvignon The Ranch 
Cabernet Sauvignon Brothers Vineyard 
Sauvignon Blanc Sunninghill 
Merlot Lost Vineyard 
Petit Verdot Levi Philander Davis Vineyard 
 
 
USA - California – Sonoma 
 
Trig Point 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Diamond Dust Vineyard, 

Alexander Valley 
Merlot, Diamond Dust Vineyard, Alexander 

Valley 
Chardonnay, Sonoma Coast 
Zinfandel, The Railyard, Alexander Valley 
 
 
New Zealand   
 
Momo 
Sauvignon Blanc 
Pinot Noir 
 
Seresin Estate 
Leah Pinot Noir  
Rachel Pinot Noir  
Raupo Creek Pinot Noir  
Sauvignon Blanc  
Pinot Noir 
Sun and Moon Pinot Noir 
 
South Africa 
 
Neil Ellis Wines 
Amica 
Chardonnay Whitehall 
Cabernet Sauvignon Jonkershoek 
Cabernet Sauvignon Stellenbosch 
Grenache Piekenierskloof 
Pinotage 
Rodanos 
Op Sy Moer 
Sauvignon Blanc Groenekloof 
Webb Ellis 
 
Sincerely 
Chardonnay 
Sauvignon Blanc 
 
The Left Bank 
The Left Bank – Red Blend 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Italy – Abruzzo 
 
Tiberio  
Cerasuolo d'Abruzzo                                          
Fonte Canale - Trebbiano d'Abruzzo 
Montepulciano d'Abruzzo 
Pecorino Colline Pescaresi IGP 
Trebbiano d'Abruzzo 
 
Italy – Alto Adige 
 
St. Michael-Eppan 
Chardonnay 
Lagrein 
Pinot Bianco 
Pinot Bianco Schulthauser 
Pinot Grigio 
Pinot Grigio Anger 
Pinot Noir 
Sanct Valentin Pinot Noir 
Sanct Valentin Sauvignon  
Sauvignon Lahn 
 
Italy – Colli Orientali del Friuli 
 
Miani 
Bianco  
Chardonnay  
Chardonnay Baracca 
Friulano "Buri" 
Friulano "Filip"  
Merlot "Buri"  
Merlot "Filip" 
Pinot Bianco 
Ribolla Gialla Pettarin 
Rosso 
Refosco Cossut 
Sauvignon Banel 
Sauvignon Saurint 
 
Italy – Friuli Grave 
 
Le Monde 
Cabernet Franc 
Friulano 
Pinot Bianco 
Pinot Grigio 
Ribolla Gialla 
Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso 
 
 
Italy – Veneto 
 
Borgoluce 
Gaiante Prosecco Valdobbiadene DOCG Col 

Fondo 
Lampo Prosecco Treviso DOC Brut 
Prosecco Superiore Valdobbiadene DOCG Brut 
Prosecco Valdobbiadene DOCG Extra Dry 
Rive di Collalto Prosecco Superiore 

Valdobbiadene DOCG Brut 
 
Sassetti Pertimali 
Prosecco Valdobbiadene DOCG Brut Superiore 

Colle Argento 
 
 
 

Italy – Piedmont 
 
Marina Coppi  
Barbera Sant' Andrea 
Barbera Superiore I GROP 
Favorita Marine 
Timorasso Fausto 
 
Marrone 
Lange Arneis Tre Fie 
Barolo 
Barolo Bussia 
Barolo Pichemej 
 
Rizzi  
Barbaresco Rizzi 
Barbaresco Nervo 
Barbaresco Pajorè 
Barbaresco Rizzi Riserva "Boito" 
Dolcetto d'Alba 
Langhe Nebbiolo 
Barbera d'Alba 
Moscato d'Asti 
 
Italy – Sicily 
 
Vino Lauria   
Alacre (Nero d’Avola, Perricone) 
Fontane Bianche (Catarrato, Zibibbo) 
Frappato 
Grillo 
Perpetuo (Grillo) 
Solerte (Zibibbo, Catarratto) 
Zio Paolo (Nero d’Avola) 
 
Italy – Tuscany 
 
Castello di Ama 
AMA Chianti Classico 
Al Poggio Bianco 
Haiku 
Il Chiuso Pinot Noir 
L'Apparita   
Purple Rose 
San Lorenzo Chianti Classico Gran Selezione 
Vigneto Bellavista Chianti Classico Gran 

Selezione 
Vigneto La Casuccia Chianti Classico Gran 

Selezione 
VinSanto 
 
Collazzi 
Bastioni dei Collazzi, Chianti Classico 
Ferro de Collazzi 
Liberta IGT 
Otto Muri 
Toscana Rosso, IGT 
 
Sassetti Pertimali 
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG 
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG Dieci 
Rosso di Montalcino DOC 
 
Sassetti Pertimali 
Montecucco Rosso DOC La Querciolina 
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France – Alsace 
 
Jean-Baptiste Adam  
Pinot Blanc “les Natures” 
Riesling “les Natures” 
Pinot Noir “les Natures” 
Crémant d’Alsace Brut "les Natures” 
Crémant d’Alsace Brut Emotion 
Crémant d’Alsace Brut Rosé 
Pinot l'Auxerrois Vieilles Vignes 
Riesling Kaefferkopf Grand Cru 
Riesling Wineck Schlossberg Grand Cru 
Riesling Letzenberg 
Pinot Gris Letzenberg 
Gewurztraminer Kaefferkopf Vieilles Vignes 
Pinot Gris Vendanges Tardive 
Pinot Gris SGN 
 
France – Bordeaux 
 
Rocher-Corbin 
Montagne Saint-Émilion 
 
France - Burgundy 
 
Bernard Moreau  
Bourgogne Aligote 
Bourgogne Blanc Chardonnay   
Bourgogne Rouge Pinot Noir 
Chassagne-Montrachet 
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Champgains   
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Grandes 

Ruchottes   
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chenevottes   
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Vergers 
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Maltroie   
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot   
Chassagne-Montrachet Rouge Vieilles Vignes 
Chassagne-Montrachet Rouge La Cardeuse 
Chevalier-Montrachet Grand Cru 
Saint-Aubin 1er Cru en Remilly 
Volnay 1er Cru Caillerets 
Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Chênes 
 
Domaine Dujac  
Bonnes Mares Grand Cru 
Chambertin Grand Cru   
Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Gruenchers   
Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru   
Clos de la Roche Grand Cru   
Clos Saint Denis Grand Cru   
Echezeaux Grand Cru 
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Aux Combottes   
Morey Saint-Denis   
Morey Saint-Denis Blanc 
Morey Saint-Denis 1er Cru Monts Luisants Blanc 
Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru   
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux Beaux-Monts   
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Aux Malconsorts 
 
Dujac Fils & Père 
Chambolle-Musigny   
Gevrey-Chambertin 
Morey Saint-Denis   
Nuits St George 1er Cru Aux Cras 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Domaine Roblet-Monnot 
Bourgogne Haute Côte de Beaune Blanc 
Bourgogne Haute Côte de Beaune Rouge 
Pommard Chanlin Haut 
Volnay Saint Francois   
Volnay 1er Cru Brouillards   
Volnay 1er Cru Santenots   
Volnay 1er Cru Taillepieds   
 
France – Champagne 
 
Denis Chaput 
Carmin Rosé Brut 
L’Ombre d’Armand Reserve Brut 
Mesogee Tradition Brut 
Noir de Jade Blanc de Noirs Extra Brut 
Promesse de L’Aube Blanc de Blancs Brut 
 
Michel Mailliard    
Cuvée Gregory 1er Cru Brut 
Mont Vergon 1er Cru Vintage Brut 
Cuvée Rose Alexia 1er Cru Brut 
 
Waris-Hubert  
Albescent - Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Brut                    
Armorial  - Blanc de Noirs Brut                                  
Blanche – Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Millesimé 

Extra Brut                 
Grand Cru Chardonnay Brut Millésime                          
Lilyale Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Brut Zero                 
Rosé 1er Cru Brut 
                                                 
France – Loire 
 
Domaine de la Guilloterie 
Élégance Saumur Blanc 
Saumur Blanc Les Perruches                                   
Saumur-Champigny Rouge                        
Saumur-Champigny Rouge Les Loges 
 
Domaine du Montcy 
Cheverny Blanc 
Cheverny Rouge 
Cheverny Rouge Cuvee Louis de la Saussaye 
Cour-Cheverny  
Plénitude Cour-Cheverny  
 
Domaine du Pré Semelé 
Sancerre Blanc 
Sancerre Blanc Les Chasseignes 
Sancerre Rouge  
Sancerre Rouge Camille 
Sancerre Rosé 
 
La Varenne 
Chinon Tradition 
Chinon Les Pierres Blanches 
Chinon Rosé  
 
France – Provence 
 
Triennes 
Rosé   
Saint Auguste - Cabernet/Syrah/Merlot 
Sainte Fleur - Viognier 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
France – Savoie 
 
Gérard et Julie Portaz  
Apremont "Les Jumelles"  
Apremont "Cuvee Eugenie"  
Abymes "Les Jacques" 
 
 
France – Cognac 
 
Vallein Tercinier 
Cognac V.S. Selection 
Cognac V.S.O.P. Premium Selection 
Cognac Napoléon Vieille Reserve 
Cognac Fine Champagne X.O. Reserve 
Cognac 46º X.O. Small Batch 
Cognac Hors d’Age 
Pineau des Charentes Blanc 
St. Michel Liqueur 
 
 
Austria – Südsteiermark 
 
Schauer 
Riesling Kitzeck-Sausal 
Sauvignon Blanc Kitzeck-Sausal 
Sauvignon Blanc Ried Gaisriegl 
Sauvignon Blanc Ried Goldes 
Sauvignon Blanc Sudesteiermark 
Weissburgunder Ried Hochtemmel 
 
Austria – Wagram 
 
Weingut Leth 
Gruner Veltliner Ried Steinagrund 
Gruner Veltliner Brunnthal Erste Lagen 
Gruner Veltliner Scheiben Erste Lagen 
Riesling Reid Brunnthal Erste Lagen 
Roter Veltliner Ried Fumberg 
Riesling Klassik 
Roter Veltliner Klassik 
 
Austria – Weinviertel 
 
Ebner Ebenauer 
Gruner Veltliner 
Gruner Veltliner Hermanschachern 
Gruner Veltliner Reserve Sauberg 
Gruner Veltliner Reserve Alte Reben 
Chardonnay Black Edition 
Pinot Noir Black Edition 



 

 

JEAN-BAPTISTE ADAM 

 
  

ow many of us can say that our family has lived in the 

same small town for an amazing 400 years? Well, the 

family of Jean-Baptiste Adam can. Not only has the 

family of Adam lived in the town of Ammerschwihr in 

Alsace, but in May of 2014, they celebrated 400 years of the family 

being there as grape growers and winemakers. If only Antoine 

Adam I were here, chances are that he could tell a few stories about 

the Thirty Years War (1618-1648). 

 

Throughout the centuries the family of Adam grew grapes, made 

wine, sold wine locally and sold wine in foreign lands. They 

survived the war above, the Valois and Bourbon dynasties, the 

French Revolution, the Napoleonic wars, annexation by Germany 

and back to France, WWI, WWII, famine, disease, you name it. 

The family has a history of being leaders in their little hamlet, from 

nearly all serving on the town council to many being elected Mayor 

of Ammerschwihr. 

 

Taking the reins from his father Jean-Marie in 1996, Jean-Baptiste 

V began managing the winery. He started working at the winery in 

1982 at the age of 21 after finishing studies of wine, enology and 

marketing. Soon after taking charge of the company, he 

modernized the winery and expanded it to create a processing and 

storage facility for the production of Crémant. In 2003, he 

embraced the practices of biodynamic agriculture wholeheartedly. 

In keeping with the family tradition of leading, Jean-Baptiste is now 

considered one of the pioneers of biodynamic farming practices in 

Alsace. 

 

Jean-Baptiste’s daughter, Laure, is now the 15th generation to work 

in the family business. Armed with a B.S. in Viticulture and 

Enology, a Wine and Commerce license, and a Master’s degree in 

Wine Management & Marketing, she is an integral part of the 

business.  She manages all things marketing for the winery.      

 

Their vineyards are well established as biodynamic, including the 

famed Grand Cru, Kaefferkopf. This vineyard sits on a steep slope 

just south of Ammerschwihr. From Kaefferkopf grapes, Adam 

makes a revered wine of elegance, balance, and minerality, with 

excellent aging potential. At 38 years of age, the 1976 was still 

drinking beautifully at the 400th anniversary. Adam’s finest wines 

come from the Kaefferkopf vineyard.  

 

With an annual average total production of 54,000 cases of still 

wine and 11,000 cases of Crémant, JB Adam offers a range of price 

and quality levels: Les Traditions, Les Réserves, Les Cuvées Jean-

Baptiste Adam, Les Natures, Les Grands Vins de Jean-Baptiste 

Adam and Les Vendanges Tardives and Sélection Grains Nobles. 

 

The winery owns 17 hectares (42 acres) and farms another 4 

hectares (10 acres) of vineyards, all farmed biodynamically. The 

grapes from the vineyards they farm go into the Les Natures and 

Les Grands Vins selections.  Our focus in the US will be Les 

Natures (wines made with organic grapes), the Grands Vins de 

Jean-Baptiste Adam, which are sourced from Adams’s 

biodynamically farmed vineyards and a few of the Crémant 

sparkling wines.  

 

Long and slow fermentations for the Les Natures and Les Grands 

Vins selections are carried out in century old wooden casks, 4-5 

months for the Les Natures and 4-8 months for Le Grands Vins, 

using only naturally occurring yeast. The wines spend a further 8-

12 months aging in the casks or stainless steel tanks before bottling. 

After bottling they remain in the cellar for another 6 months before 

release. Nearly all of the wines are a delightful 12-13% alcohol and 

perceivably dry. 

 

No matter which range of Jean-Baptiste Adam you drink, you will 

find them wonderfully refreshing, full of bright pure flavors, and 

possessing excellent balance and length. They are all wines you 

would be happy to drink over and over again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Pinot Blanc "les Natures" 

Riesling "les Natures" 

Pinot Gris "les Natures" 

Gewurztraminer "les Natures" 

Pinot Noir "les Natures" 

Cremant "les Natures" 

Cremant d'Alsace Brut Reserve 

Cremant Rosé Reserve 

Crement Emotion Brut Reserve 

Pinot l'Auxerrois Vieilles Vignes 

Riesling Kaefferkopf Vieilles Vignes Grand Cru 

Riesling Wineck Schlossberg Grand Cru 

Pinot Gris Letzenberg 

Gewurztraminer Kaefferkopf Vieilles Vignes 

Pinot Gris Vendanges Tardive 

Pinot Gris Selection de Grains Nobles 

H 



 

BORGOLUCE 

 
  

…not far from the so called  river Piave….we grant 

and donate…a land with goats, vineyards, meadows, 

grazing lands, woods, willows, stables, shores, banks, 

mills, fishing, hills, valleys, plantations, waters and 

courses of rivers, forests…” 

 

More than one thousand years ago, in A.D. 958 or 959, the 

Italian King Berengario II gave to Rambaldo, ancestor of the 

Collalto family, the area called Corte Lovadina. Written in 

Latin the words above are the description of the content of 

this donation. The Collalto family still owns this and the 

surrounding lands.  

 

Just 45 miles due north of Venice, the Collalto estate 

stretches from the hills of Susegana to the plains of Santa 

Lucia di Piave and as far as the municipality of Pieve di 

Soligo. Its 3,200 acres are home to animals such as horses, 

cattle, swine and sheep, with arable fields and hills marked 

by woodlands, castles, vineyards, agritourism and 

farmhouses. 

 

The signs of history, culture and nature co-exist with farming 

practices that fully respect what is a centuries-long tradition 

passed down by the Collato family. Giuliana, Ninni and 

Caterina di Collalto, together with their mother Trinidad and 

Caterina’s husband, Lodovico Giustiniani, carry on the 

family traditions of overseeing a company diverse in 

agriculture. The company philosophy is firmly rooted in 

sustainable farming methods. This means limiting 

environmental impact and reducing pesticides. It means 

creating energy through the use of renewable sources. It 

means protecting the countryside, preserving it, improving it 

and revering it.   

 

Environmental responsibility pervades the work carried out 

on the farm and takes shape in the use of renewable sources 

for the production of agri-energy. And fresh from the fields 

and farms come produce that is unique in its authenticity and 

traceability, such as meats, salamis, flours, and cheeses. 

 

Farmland has been given over to vineyards for the 

production of Borgoluce wines and sparkling wines. The 

current surface area under vine is approximately 160 acres 

owned in the Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG 

region with vineyards situated in the hills between Susegana 

and Collalto. Denominazione di origine controllata (DOCG) 

status was awarded the region in 2010. 

 Borgoluce only vinifies its own grapes and all of their wines 

come solely from their vineyards. Their goal is to produce 

some of the finest Prosecco in Italy. The Sorting Table has  

chosen three Borgoluce Prosecci to offer. 

 

 Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG Brut                     

 Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG Extra Dry 

 “Lampo” Prosecco Treviso DOC Brut 

 

The Valdobbiadene Superiore Brut and Extra Dry are made 

from select grapes, harvested early and fermented in low-

temperature tanks to enhance delicacy and tanginess. 

 

Lampo is a proprietary name for their Prosecco using grapes 

from the Treviso DOC appellation and Valdobbiadene 

DOCG. Lampo targets a somewhat lower price point in the 

market than the other two sparkling wines. 

 

The title “Superiore” comes from the fact that the vine 

cultivation environment is located in some particularly 

difficult areas. The hills have steep slopes. The conformation 

of the land is an integral part of the product’s identity and 

name. Borgoluce vines are situated on the sunny side of the 

hills, therefore south-southeast facing with an altitude 

between 150 feet and 1500 feet above sea level. The climate 

of the entire Conegliano Valdobbiadene DOCG area is mild 

and while rainfall is plenty, it is concentra`ted in autumn and 

spring. The soils on the hilly part of the estate are of a mainly 

calcareous and clay in nature, ideal for cultivating vines. The 

different environmental factors, such as the soil, gradient, 

climate, sun exposure and altitude, give rise to the delicate 

sensory nuances of the wines.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Lampo Prosecco Treviso DOC Brut 

Prosecco Superiore Valdobbiadene DOCG Brut 

Rive di Collalto Prosecco Valdobbiadene DOCG Brut  

Gaiante Prosecco Valdobbiandene DOCG Brut 

“ 



 

CASTELLO DI AMA 

 
  

astello di Ama is located about 12 miles northeast 

of Siena in the hills of Gaiole. This is the heart of 

Chianti Classico, a bucolic rolling landscape of 

woods, vineyards and olive groves.  

 

Historically this is Etruscan country. The first references to 

the region’s wines date back to 998. In the 11th century, Ama 

was the beneficiary of several privileges granted by the Holy 

Roman Emperors Henry VI and Otto IV. The Castello di 

Ama later became part of the holdings of the Firidolfi family. 

It was destroyed during the 15th-century Aragonese 

invasion. In the early 18th century, the remains of the fortress 

were restructured into two residences, owned by the 

Pianigiani and Ricucci families. In his 1773 famous 

“Relazione sul Governo della Toscana”, the Grand Duke 

Peter Leopold, Governor of Tuscany, describes the region of 

Ama with great admiration, as a magnificent area with deep 

winegrowing roots. 

 

The modern era of Castello di Ama began about 35 years ago 

with the replanting of the estate vineyard. Of the 260 hectares 

comprising the estate nearly 90 hectares are planted to vines 

and 40 to olives. This site itself is spectacular – a rounded 

hilltop set 1600 feet above sea level.  

 

In 1982, management of the property was given to Marco 

Pallanti. Marco launched a ten-year research project to 

determine the site’s viticultural characteristics. Under his 

direction the vineyard was divided into individual 

homogeneous blocks based upon soils and exposure. The 

goal was to identify the various micro-terroirs ensuring even 

ripening and optimum quality for each variety.  

 

In 1988 the reins of the estate were assumed by Lorenza 

Sebasti, the young daughter of one of the owners. She and 

Marco were married in the 1990s. 

 

During the five-year period of 1982-87, some 50,000 vines 

were retrellised to an open lyre system, an enormous 

undertaking considering a vineyard density of 2,800 vines 

per hectare. Much the vineyard was also grafted to new 

clones and varieties to take advantage of geology and 

topography.  

 

As President of the Chianti Classico Consorzio, Marco 

Pallanti, worked very hard to bring definition to the wines 

produced in the Chianti Classico zone. With some of the 

finest producers in the region in agreement with Marco, 

together they crafted new rules for the region of Chianti 

Classico. It was a long and hard struggle. 

Under Marco’s leadership the Consorzio agreed that 

beginning with the 2008 vintage, all wines labelled Riserva 

must be tasted and approved by a panel at the Consorzio. The 

panel is looking to keep wines lacking the quality level 

deemed necessary for a Chianti Classico Riserva from being 

able to use the term on the label. The Consorzio also added a 

new designation level, Gran Selezione, to the appellation.  

 

As Marco stepped away from the position of President of the 

Consorzio he felt confident that these new rules would assure 

that wines from Chianti Classico meet quality standards of 

which he can be proud. For this reason, the 2008 and 2009 

vintages bore “Riserva” on the Chianti Classico label, and 

beginning with the 2010 vintage, Castello di Ama Chianti 

Classico included the vineyard San Lorenzo and the 

designation of Gran Selezione on the label of their flagship 

wine. In 2011, Gran Selezione was added to the labels of 

their Cru wines, Vigneto Bellavista and Vigneto La 

Casuccia. 

 

The obsessive dedication to quality in both the vineyard and 

winery that has made Castello di Ama not just one of 

Tuscany’s greatest wine producers, but among the finest 

wineries in the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

AMA Chianti Classico 

 San Lorenzo Chianti Classico Gran Selezione 

Rosato, Il Chiuso, Vin Santo 

Al Poggio Bianco, Haiku  

Il Chiuso 

Haiku 

L’Apparita (Merlot)  

Vigneto Bellavista Chianti Classico Gran Selezione 

Vigneto La Casuccia Classico Gran Selezione 

C 



 

COLLAZZI 

 
  

illa Collazzi is one of the most impressive estates 

in all of Tuscany. Set atop a hill located a few 

miles south of Florence on the old road to 

Volterra, it offers commanding views of the 

surrounding countryside. This architectural landmark was 

originally designed by Michelangelo in 1560 for his friend, 

Agostino Dini. It features two rows of loggias above a large 

courtyard enclosed on three sides and open on a fourth. The 

building remained incomplete for centuries until it was 

purchased by the Marchi family in 1933.  

 

Wine is grown on 25 hectares (62 acres), while the 

specialized cultivation of 120 hectares (297 acres) of olive 

trees produces a precious extra virgin olive oil. Collazzi is 

also dedicated to the raising of bees that yields a small 

quantity of organic honey. 

 

The soils are composed of clay, sand and rock. Well draining 

and low in organic matter, they offer the perfect habitat for 

grapes. The property is planted to Cabernet Sauvignon, 

Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Sangiovese. The wines are aged 

primarily in new French oak barrels. The estate produces a 

Chianti Classico called I Bastioni and a Super-Tuscan blend 

called Collazzi. 

 

Villa Collazzi is currently run by three siblings from the 

Marchi family – Carlo Marchi, Grazia Marchi Gazzoni 

Frascara and Bona Marchi Frescobaldi, The first vintage 

under the Collazzi label was 1999. 

 

During the last decade the Marchi brothers have invested 

heavily in the development of Collazzi's farming business, 

renewing the vineyards and restructuring the cellar, with the 

goal of producing excellent wines. 

 

At Collazzi the microclimate is normally warmer and drier 

than the surrounding area. Part of the estate lies in a natural 

amphitheater, with a perfect south-westerly exposure. The 

high amount of sun light and the high daily temperatures 

allow a prolonged, complete ripening of the farming 

products, consistently each year. 

 

Alberto Torelli is the accomplished winemaker here. For 

over a decade, he has posted consistently high scores from 

reviewers for Collazzi.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

 

 

I Bastioni 

Collazzi 

Libertà 
Canali de Collazzi 

Ferro de Collazi  
Otto Muri 

 

V 



 

VIGNE MARINA COPPI 

 
  

rancesco Bellocchio purchased a small vineyard in 

Castellania, a small village in the Colli Tortonesi 

region of Piedmont. This 4.5 hectare (11 acre) plot 

of land was truly special to Francesco. His 

grandfather, Fausto Coppi, was born in Castellania and was 

the original owner of the vineyard. Fausto died before 

Francesco was born, however the family genes for 

determination to be the best had been passed down. Fausto 

Coppi was a legendary cyclist who from 1940-1953 won the 

Giro d’Italia five times, the Tour of France twice, and the 

Road World Championship once. Grandfather Fausto and his 

daughter, Marina, Francesco’s mother, are Francesco’s daily 

inspiration to do his very best. He honored them by naming 

the winery after Marina and his Timorasso after Fausto. 

Francesco studied winemaking then coaxed his wife, Anna, 

to join him in founding Vigne Marina Coppi in 2003. 

 

The soils here are known as “Marne di Sant’Agata”. On this 

site it is a mixture of 55% blueish clay, 30% sand, and 15% 

limestone. Grapes here benefit from a continental climate 

with marked temperature differences throughout the season, 

the lowest rainfall in Piedmont, and cooling sea breezes. The 

vineyards are situated mid-slope in a sheltered position, 

which is protected from the cold northerly winds, making 

this an ideal micro-climate. 

 

The vineyards were planted with Barbera, Nebbiolo, Crotina, 

Timorasso and Favorita. Vines were planted 2,000 vines per 

acre with the soil type and exposure in mind, and trained 

using the Guyot method. Selected grasses grow between the 

vines for nutrients. Only natural products are used to fight 

disease and neither weed-killers nor chemical fertilizers are 

employed. Hand harvesting of only the optimal grapes 

insures that what enters the winery is the very best. 

 

With such a small vineyard, Francesco and Anna are able to 

have total control of the land and the winemaking process. 

They do it all themselves. They produce a mere 1600 cases 

per year and they want each wine to be the top of its class. 

 

From 2005 to 2009, Francesco and Anna developed their line 

of wines, reds from their vineyards and two white wines from 

vineyards nearby. From their vineyard comes three Barberi 

– Sant’Andrea, a bright, fragrant, young wine, Castellania, 

a classic styled wine of the region named after the town, and 

I GROP, a barrel aged wine of more depth and longevity. 

From vineyards nearby come the whites of Marine, made 

from Favorita, known as Vermentino elsewhere, and Fausto,  

a beguiling Timorasso.   

 
 

Sant’Andrea, named for their address, is 90% Barbera and 

10% Croatina from their vineyard. Long fermentation, 90 

days. Aged 9 months in stainless steel tanks. 
 

Castellania, named after the town, is 100% Barbera from 

their vineyard. Long fermentation, 90 days. Aged 10 months 

in stainless steel tanks.  
 

I GROP is the local dialect referring to the calcareous and 

fossil-rich boulders dotting their vineyards. It is 100% 

Barbera from their vineyards. Aged in barrique for 18 

months.  
 

Marine, named after the two Marinas of the family, Marina 

Coppi, Francesco’s mother, and Marina Bellocchio, his 

daughter, who was born on the eve of their first harvest. It is 

100% Favorita from the Gabetto vineyard near the town of 

Carezzano. No malolactic fermentation. Aged 6 months on 

its lees in stainless steel tanks with periodic battonage.  
 

Fausto, named after grandfather, is 100% Timorasso from 

the Gabetto vineyard mentioned above, a very steep slope 

rich in limestone. No malolactic fermentation. Aged 8 

months in stainless steel tanks with periodic battonage.  

 

With the Italian press already taking notice, we are very 

pleased to have the opportunity to introduce Vigne Marina 

Coppi to the US. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

 Sant’Andrea – Colli Tortonesi Barbera D.O.C.  

Castellania – Colli Tortonesi Barbera D.O.C. 

I GROP - Colli Tortonesi Barbera Superiore D.O.C. 

Marine – Colli Tortonese Favorita D.O.C. 

Fausto – Colli Tortonesi Timorasso D.O.C. 
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DENIS CHAPUT  
 

 
T is difficult to say how long there have been vines in 
the village of Arrentières in the Côte des Bar, but 
certainly they  were being grown in the 13th century.  
In the mid twelfth century, a Templar base was 

established in Arrentières. In 1312, under pressure from 
King Philip IV, Pope Clement V dissolved the Order of the 
Knights Templar, and inventoried their properties. The 
Templars owned vines in Arrentières, which “produce 35 
muids in a good year” (a muid is a large barrel). Since that 
time wine has always been produced…subject of course to 
the conflicts and turmoil that inevitably occur in the course 
of history!  
 
Passionate about the history of Arrentières, the Chaput 
brothers Nicolas and Xavier, along with their father Denis 
and mother Jacqueline, have preserved the Templar legacy 
by renovating the last vestiges of a Templar commandery 
established there between the 12th and 14th centuries. To 
experience their Champagnes in their tasting cellar and 
tower is truly to walk through history.  
 
The first winegrower to bear the name Chaput moved to 
Arrentières in Bar-sur-Arbois in 1862. By 1878 he had his 
own wine press. The first Chaput Champagne, “Cuvée des 
Rochottes, was produced in the early 1930s by Armand 
Chaput, great Grandfather to Xavier and Nicolas. It is a 
tradition they continue to uphold. Rochottes is still one of 
the best terroir, used in the cuvée Blanc de Blancs 
“Promesse de l’Aube”, in and in the cuvée Mésogée.  
 
Xavier studied viticulture and oenology and then trained in 
a Grand Chateau in Bordeaux, before taking over the family 
estate in 2002. He tends the vineyards, and 2018 was his 
16th harvest. Nicholas, along with his wife Joséfine,  make 
and sell the wines. Nicholas has worked 9 harvests, after 
returning to the family business after several years as an 
engineer for international companies in Germany and 
France. He earned a master’s degree in international wine 
business from Dijon. “The wine is in our blood! When we 
were young, we were helping our father in the cellar. When 
our parents were tying up the vine during the summer, we 
were playing in the rows. We cannot explain it, but we like 
this land, its tradition, its history, its people!” 

 
The winery is named for Denis, who created the current 
range of wines and moderized the winemaking processes. 
Denis still participates in the vineyards and winery, but 
passed operations to Nicolas and Xavier. 
 
 

The complex soil structure of the Côte des Bar resembles a 
mille-feuille pastry where the layers are limestone and clay. 
The clay is the cream and limestone is the puff pastry. 150 
million years ago there was a warm sea underfoot, teeming 
with oysters, mussels, and sea snails. Or, for purists, 
nanogyra vigula, pholadomies, and ammonites. Why talk 
about shellfish? Not only for pairing the Champagnes of 
Denis Chaput with food, but rather because this is the soil 
found today, and it is this past life that nourishes their 
vines. Theirs is the classic Kimmeridgian subsoil.  
 
Twelve hectares of grapes in 26 plots are planted next door 
to the winery, on hillsides facing South-East to West, in 
four villages: Arrentières, Engente, Voigny and Colombé la 
Fosse. The Cote des Bar’s southerly warmth and ancient 
soils are reminiscent of Chablis. The slopes range between 
5 – 20%, and the topsoils vary in their proportion of 
pebbles, depth, and richness of the clay. Each plot has its 
own character and produces a different wine – which the 
Chaput family strives to maintain in the expression of their 
wines. Each plot is vinified and aged separately. 
  
Xavier and Nicolas grow their vines with special attention 
given to the natural balance of the soil, the plant and its 
ecosystem. The overall objective: to harvest healthy, well-
ripened grapes.  Grasses are grown between the rows; 
pruning ensures good ventilation of the bunches and a 
curbing of the vines’ natural vigour.  They practice Cordon 
de Royat and Chablis style pruning for a better distribution 
of sap in the buds. The removal of non-fruiting buds 
reduces superfluous vegetation. Careful trellising and early 
thinning of the leaves around the bunches enables the 
grapes to breathe.   A constant presence among their vines 
and patient observation of their progress allows them to 
minimize the use of treatments against pests and diseases. 
 
“Our work in the vineyard is simply guided by our desire to 
reveal our terroir. We are convinced that great grapes will 
give great wines!” Their philosophy is to allow time for 
their wines to open up. They think that everything is 
already in the grapes and they are just here to guide the 
grapes along the vinification process A plot by plot 
vinification gives the possibility for each wine to express its 
own personality and also its own terroir through sensations 
such as minerality and salinity. Finally, the winemakers’ 
temperament is found in the way they blend this wide range 
of different wines to create well-balanced and very pleasant 
champagnes! 
 
 
. 
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Their respect for the integrity of the soils, the natural 
ecosystems, and natural expression of the vines led Nicolas 
and Xavier to pursue TERRA VITUS certification. TERRA 
VITUS is the level 2 environmental certification in France 
that specifies the methods to protect the natural balance of 
the land, sustainable farming, and corporate social 
responsibility to all who work in viticulture and 
winemaking. Each stage of production from planting to 
bottling is verified by an independent, accredited 
organization.  This dedication and care is evident in every 
bottle of Champagne Denis Chaput. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

WINES 

Carmin Brut Rosé 
L’Ombre d’Armand Reserve Brut   

Mésogée Tradition Brut 
Noir de Jade Blanc de Noirs Extra Brut 

Promesse de L’Aube Blanc de Blancs Brut 
 



 

DOMAINE DUJAC 

 
  

ouis Seysses, biscuit manufacturer and 

gastronome, had a taste for good food and fine 

wines. So did his son Jacques who decided in his 

mid-twenties to leave his dreary job in the banking 

industry to pursue the exciting life of a winemaker.  

 

Jacques began his new career auspiciously enough as an 

apprentice to Gérard Potel at Domaine de la Pousse d'Or. 

Two harvests there taught him the essentials of his craft and 

introduced him to some of Burgundy’s most revered 

winemakers. 

 

In 1967, he purchased Domaine Graillet and renamed it 

Domaine Dujac. Trying to blend what he admired in 

traditional winemaking with modern techniques, Jacques 

developed his own proprietary protocol that was considered 

revolutionary at the time. In the vineyard Jacques’ goal was 

to maximize the unique terroir of each site. In the winery 

Jacques explored innovative methods to preserve the 

exceptional fruit his vineyards had begun to produce.  

 

Dujac’s wines did not go unnoticed for long. In 1974, they 

were discovered by Gault & Millau and soon began gracing 

wine lists in the toniest starred restaurants throughout 

France. As Dujac’s holdings expanded (from 5 hectares in 

1968 to nearly 12 hectares today), Jacques, along with his 

wife Rosalind, looked beyond local markets and began 

exporting nearly 80% of their production to 18 countries 

around the world.  

 

Since 1986, in keeping with Jacques desire to protect terroir 

and improve quality, Domaine Dujac has been in lutte 

integer, a viticultural regime that combines practices from 

organic farming, biodynamics and IPM. This philosophy of 

planned minimal intervention allows each vineyard to 

produce the finest fruit possible (varietally accurate and site 

specific) while preserving organic balance and the integrity 

of the land. 

 

Today, the estate is transitioning from one generation to the 

next. Son Jeremy is heavily involved in winemaking and 

marketing; Diana Snowden, Jeremy's wife and a Davis 

graduate in enology, has taken over cellar management; and 

son Alec, is assuming many of his father's administrative 

duties. The infusion of new blood has proved a boon, 

allowing this remarkable estate to maintain its position as 

one of Burgundy’s most elite producers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

  

Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru 

Morey-Saint-Denis 

Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru, Les Gruenchers 

Chambolle-Musigny 

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru 

Charmes-Chambertin 

Clos Saint-Denis 

Clos de la Roche 

Échézeaux 

Bonnes Mares 

Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru, Les Monts Luisants 

Morey-Saint-Denis, Blanc 

Vosne Romanée Les Beaux Monts 

Vosne Romanée aux Malconsorts 

Chambertin 

Romanée Saint Vivant 
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DUJAC FILS ET PÈRE 

 
  

istorically the négociant has played an important 

role in Burgundy. Prior to the advent of estate 

bottling, most vignerons sold their wines in cask 

to local merchants or négociants. These 

merchants would then age, bottle, market, and sell the wines 

under their own labels. While the system provided some 

stability to the region by giving the local farmers an outlet 

for their products, it led to overly blended wines that lacked 

the individuality and precision found in today’s best estate 

bottled wines. 

 

In 2000 Jeremy and Jacques Seysses of Domaine Dujac 

launched a new venture that redefined the role of the 

négociant. Under the name Dujac Fils et Père, the son/father 

team established partnerships with some of the top growers 

in Gevrey-Chambertin, Morey Saint-Denis and Chambolle-

Musigny. They also continued to work with the growers in 

Meursault and Puligny-Montrachet with whom they had 

relationships under their Druid Wines label.  

 

The resulting Dujac Fils et Père wines are among the best 

that Burgundy has to offer. Each wine is made with the same 

care and attention that the family lavishes on their Domaine 

Dujac bottlings. Nearly all come from old vines with Jeremy 

and Jacques controlling the farming methods, yields and 

harvesting dates. Once at the winery the grapes are crushed, 

fermented, aged in 50%-new French oak barrels and bottled 

without filtration whenever possible. As with Dujac’s estate 

offerings, the essence of these wines is in the pure, accurate, 

unadulterated presentation of each individual terroir. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

 

 

Gevrey-Chambertin 

Morey Saint-Denis 

Chambolle Musigny 
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EBNER-EBENAUER  
 

eep in a four hundred year old cellar, a quiet, 
studious man weighs careful decisions to create 
exquisite wines from each of the special parcels 
in the Weinviertel. He asks his accomplished, 

exuberant wife to join him in crafting the perfect blends that 
reflect their passionate partnership.  
 
Once upon a time…this is how fairy tales usually begin. 
But sometimes real life is a fairy tale, and that is the case 
for Marion and Manfred Ebner-Ebenauer.  While the 
Ebner-Ebenauer label was born in 2007, the history of 
winemaking in Manfred’s family stretches back fourteen 
generations. Today Ebner-Ebenauer is a mixture of old and 
new. The 400 year old cellar and modern style of the 
careful winery renovation. Traditional winemaking, gravity 
fed, gentle pressing. Using new methods when appropriate. 
“Respect the traditions but change if not useful.”  
 
While the cellar of their winery is quite old, the building 
above it was built after a fire in 1945. The Mediterranean 
style came from Manfred’s grandfather, who ran an Italian 
school, and grandmother, who taught Italian. They brought 
their love of Mediterranean lands to life. 
 
Marion came from a restaurant business family. She looked 
for a winemaking school after primary. There she learned 
winemaking, cellar work, viticulture, then apprenticed 
making Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. She really fell in love 
with wine, and wanted to have a winery for herself. On the 
first day of wine school she moved in and saw a tall, dark-
haired stranger. That stranger was Manfred, and they fell in 
love. After graduation she managed restaurants for a large 
wine company, then started to make wine. Four barrels at 
just 20 years old in 2001. Her second vintage was rated 94 
points by Robert Parker, and she was hooked.  
 
After his graduation, Manfred went back to winemaking 
with his father at the same winery they’re in now. It had old 
machines and a small vineyard.  
 
In 2007 Marion and Manfred were married and decided to 
pursue a winery together. They started completely new in 
the old cellar, which gave them the freedom to develop 
their own style. New machines, and doubling production 
with new vineyards acquired in 2009. 
 
The diversity of soils in the 17 hectares that are scattered 
around Poysdorf in the Weinviertel give them the 
opportunity to make seven distinct Gruner Veltliners. From 
iconic Austrian loess to pure sandy soils, meagre limestone 
tracts, warm gravelly parcels and heavy, water-retentive 
loams, these tracts are carefully tended. They also contain 

some very old grapevines – up to 70 years. The roots have 
dug themselves twenty meters into the earth, where they 
utilize minerals the younger vines can’t reach. There is 
wisdom in their experience. The old vines concentrate their 
energy better and stay in balance in difficult vintages. These 
old vines have seen a great deal and learned from it.   
 
Marion and Manfred’s mix of personalities is the secret to 
their success. She does what she really likes to do, and he 
does the same. She is fire and wind, he is earthy. They 
respect one another’s opinions and have a deep respect for 
the soils and plants. Their transition to organic/biodynamic 
winemaking has become an obligation. Not in the sense of 
following fashion, but as a natural consequence of their 
observant interaction with nature and with life.  
 
As Manfred says, “Our wines evolve without any undue 
influence; they need time to develop. There’s no glitz or 
glamour; they are fashioned for long life and great 
expressivity. Nature has written the script for our wines, we 
just sit in the director’s chair.”  
 

 
    
 
 
 WINES 

Gruner Veltliner  
Gruner Veltliner Reserve Alte Reben 

Gruner Veltliner Hermanschachern 
Gruner Veltliner Reserve Sauberg   

Chardonnay Black Edition 
Pinot Noir Black Edition 
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NEIL ELLIS WINES 

 
  

n the late 17th century, Jan de Jonkheer, was granted 

land just east of the town of Stellenbosch. Some 300 

years later, the area now known as Jonkershoek Valley 

is home to the Neil Ellis Winery, founded by 

winemaker and wine-entrepreneur, Neil Ellis and 

Stellenbosch-based businessman, Hans Peter Schröder.  

 

An alum of KWV, then South Africa’s biggest wine co-

operative, and the historic Groot Constantia Estate, Neil was 

the Cape’s first winemaker to function without his own cellar 

or vineyards. In 1986, he began to source grapes and make 

wine under the Neil Ellis label. Hans purchased the Oude 

Nektar Farm in the Jonkershoek Valley, met Neil and 

partnered with him to establish the Neil Ellis Winery in 1993. 

 

For over two decades the winery philosophy is unchanged: 

in the regions of Stellenbosch, Darling and Elgin seek out the 

best vineyards for the particular varietal that is planted in 

these soils.  

 

At a young age, Warren Ellis, was helping his father in the 

winery. Like many around the wine world who grow up 

surrounded by vineyards and winemaking, Warren 

developed the passion to be a winemaker. He holds both a 

BSc and MSc Agric in Viticulture and Oenology from the 

University of Stellenbosch. He has travelled the European 

wine world learning viticulture and cellar practices. Since 

2006, Warren has been part of the Neil Ellis wine team as 

winemaker with viticultural responsibilities.  

 

As a member of the IPW, a voluntary environmental 

sustainability scheme, Neil Ellis Wines implements 

numerous eco-friendly practices. Grapes are handpicked to 

reduce soil compaction. Indigenous vegetation such as 

fynbos is used as cover crops to eliminate erosion and 

promote healthy soils. They employ responsible 

environmental practices by respecting the soil, cutting water 

use, recycling and reducing energy use and greenhouse 

emissions.  

 

Jonkershoek 

The majority of the Jonkershoek Valley is a nature reserve 

well known for its fynbos, trails and waterfalls but it is the 

mouth of the valley that is known for its distinctive 

conditions best suited for grape growing. The 14ha of vines 

on the Klein Gustrouw farm were planted during an ongoing 

replanting program that started in 1990 introducing the latest 

soil preparation techniques and best plant material. The south 

facing slopes are significantly cooler than the surrounding 

area of Stellenbosch and a howling South Eastern wind 

during the summer months cools down the vineyards 

considerably, minimizing vine disease and holding down 

yields. The soils are mostly deep, decomposed granite soils. 

Vineyard altitudes range from 190m to 550m above sea 

level. 

 

Elgin 

Elgin is one of the Cape's coolest viticultural areas with an 

average temperature of 20°C during the month of February.  

Elgin vineyards produce outstanding Chardonnay, Shiraz 

and Sauvignon Blanc. A mere 10km from the ocean, this 

valley benefits from cold winters with abundant rainfall, 

followed by cool South Easterly sea breezes in the summer. 

The cool summers allow for a longer ripening period which 

produces grapes with concentration, fruit intensity and 

elegant tannins. The soils range from white mineral 

sandstone and quartz soils known as table mountain 

sandstone to deep red clay soils from the parent rocks of 

kouebokkeveld shale and koffieklip. The vines are trellised 

to a 7 wire Perold system helping with shoot positioning for 

optimal sun utilisation. Average altitude 300 metres. 

 

Groenekloof 

Groenekloof is situated near Darling on the West Coast and 

consist of a series of hills running parallel to the ocean. This 

region is particularly well-suited for producing outstanding 

Sauvignon blanc. With fairly consistent weather, cold 

breezes from the Southern Atlantic Ocean and cool 

prevailing southwesterly winds, the grapes in the 

Groenekloof ward are ensured a long, ripening period for 

maximum aroma development. The deep, red, decomposed 

granite has a good water holding capacity which is suitable 

for dryland cultivation. All the vineyards are bush vines that 

lead to a great complexity and fuit intensity in the wines as 

the bunches on the vine are all exposed to different 

conditions. Situated only 8km from the cold Atlantic Ocean, 

our Groenekloof vineyards rise to 350 metres above sea 

level. 

 

Piekenierskloof 

The mountain vineyards of Piekenierskloof are known to 

produce outstanding Grenache sourced from dry land bush 

vines, situated at 500 metres above sealevel. These bushvines 

were planted in 1954 on their own roots, ungrafted and still 

completely disease-free, complementing the elegance, 

finesse and sweetness of fruit in the wines. The extreme 

temperatures of the Piekenierskloof can range between dry, 

hot days to extremely cold nights. The soils are mostly table 

mountain sandstone and shales. Our award-winning 

Vineyard Selection Grenache is sourced from these 

extraordinary vineyards.  

 

 
Continued 
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Winery  

The new winery and tasting room, built in 2010, houses the 

tasting room, administration and production facilities. The 

winery has its own crush pad, fermentation room, barrel 

maturation cellar as well as stabilization and bottling 

facilities giving them full control of every aspect of the 

winemaking process. 

 

Neil Ellis Wines’ environmentally sensitive winery, built 

with very thick and heavy rammed earth walls, houses their 

tasting room, vinotéque, administration offices and 

production facilities. 
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NEIL ELLIS 

aenigma 

Amica 

Cabernet Sauvignon Jonkershoek 

Cabernet Sauvignon Stellenbosch 

Chardonnay Elgin 

Chardonnay Whitehall 

Grenache Piekenierskloof 

Op Sy Moer 

Sauvignon Blanc Groenekloff 

Webb Ellis 

 

SINCERELY 

Chardonnay 

Sauvignon Blanc 

 

THE LEFT BANK 

The Left Bank 



 

DOMAINE de la GUILLOTERIE 

 
  

ust six miles south of the Loire Valley city of Saumur 

is Saint-Cyr en Bourg, home for six generations of the 

Duveau family. Since 1835, members of the family 

have owned and managed Domaine de la Guilloterie. 

It is now Patrice and Philippe Duveau’s turn. The vineyards 

and winery are nestled in the appellation of Saumur 

Champigny, prettily named after the village of Champigny. 

 

Situated just south of the Loire River, Saumur Champigny is 

technically part of the province of Anjou, however the wines 

are more akin to the adjoining province of Touraine to the 

east. Chenin Blanc was the traditional grape of the region 

planted on the calcareous rocky soils known as 

“TUFFEAU”. Chenin Blanc was prone to chlorosis, a 

condition in which leaves produce insufficient chlorophyll, 

so in the 1990s, Cabernet Franc was widely planted. Now 

Chenin Blanc and Cabernet Franc are the primary grape 

varieties of the region where dry and sweet versions of 

Chenin abound along with bountiful quantities of Cremant 

from the same grape. Reds and rosés are made from Cabernet 

Franc. 

 

Domaine de la Guilloterie vineyards spread over 50 hectares 

(123 acres) of limestone-clay soils. Subsoil called “tuffeau” 

make this area extremely propitious for the cultivation and 

maturation of Cabernet Franc. Vines here are 10-35 years of 

age.  

 

Domaine de la Guilloterie produces an array of wines 

including Cremants, a number of Saumur blancs, a rosé, and 

a number of Saumur Champigny rouges. We were delighted 

by the purity of their Saumur Champigny Tradition, a lovely, 

fragrant, fresh and balanced wine aged only in stainless steel 

tanks. It is Cabernet Franc in its purest form.  

 

The Duveaus farm under Sustainable Agriculture principles. 

The vineyards are covered with native grasses to promote 

soil health and reduce vine vigor. Green harvesting and 

removal of leaves is performed to ensure quality and health 

of the grapes.  

 

At harvest, grapes are carefully selected on a sorting table 

prior to de-stemming. Maceration and pumping over the 

must takes place in temperature controlled stainless steel 

tanks. Fermentation lasts for 14-18 days. The wine remains 

in tank for 10 months before bottling at the estate.    

 

The Saumur Champigny from Domaine de la Guilloterie is 

made to be enjoyed immediately upon release and up to 3-5 

years after.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

  

Saumur Champigny AOP Rouge 

Élégance Saumur Blanc 
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LA VARENNE 

 
  

hinon is a charming village nestled to the east of 

where the Vienne river slides in from the south-

east to join the Loire river. Chinon was established 

long ago in the 5th century as a Gallo-Roman 

fortification. The wines of Chinon are made from Cabernet 

Franc and are considered to be the Loire Valley’s finest and 

most age worthy reds. The wines exhibit gorgeous soft-

centred raspberry and sweet earth perfume with an 

occasional scent of violets. Much of their character is fresh 

raspberry fruit mingled with earth and stone. They age as 

well as all but the best from Bordeaux.   

 

The Gouron family has been producing wine for five 

generations at their estate in Cravant-les-Côteaux just east of 

the village of Chinon. Surrounded by forests, Laurent and 

Stéphane Gouron tend their 72 acre La Varenne estate. All 

of their vineyards are located within the Appellation of 

Chinon. 

 

Throughout the year the Gouron’s take great care of their 

vines to coax the best maturity and natural low yields from 

their fruit. To reach the ultimate concentration and 

expression of their Cabernet Franc they utilize cover crops in 

each row, practice rigorous green harvesting and canopy 

management. Each parcel is harvested and vinified 

separately to reveal the expression of each terroir. The 

gravelly-sandy and silex soils of the plane and the sandy-

limestone hilltops provide unctuous and tender fruity wines 

for La Varenne Chinon Tradition Cuvée.  Parcels on chalky-

limestone or limestone-silceous slopes provide wines of 

greater concentration for the Vieilles Vignes or Special 

Cuvées aged in oak barrels. Sustainable agriculture is 

practiced in all of the parcels. 

 

From 50 year old vines planted on predominantly gravely 

soils and rocky terraces, which provide lower yields and 

more concentrated fruit, the Chinon Les Pierres Blanches 

(white stones) is made. Les Pierres Blanches is aged in tank 

to preserve the fresh fruity character of the wine. The 

resulting wine is deep and well structured with great length, 

complex cassis and spice notes, and solid but nicely polished 

fine tannins.  

 

When vinification is complete, caves extending hundreds of 

feet under the hillside of the estate offer the perfect natural 

and constant temperature conditions for tank and barrel 

aging. After bottling, the caves offer the bottled wines the 

necessary time to settle down before shipping.     

 

La Varenne produces approximately 3500 cases of Tradition 

Cuvée and approximately 1500 cases of Les Pierres 

Blanches. Only a small portion of their production makes it 

to the US. It is truly a small family owned estate producing 

hand crafted, beautiful wines. We are delighted to have the 

opportunity to introduce La Varenne to the US market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Chinon - Tradition 

Chinon - Les Pierres Blanches 

Chinon Rosé 
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LE MONDE 

 
  

early a millennia ago under the dominion of the 

Republic of Venice, the region of Prata di 

Pordenone started to gain importance as an 

agricultural region. Le Monde is a territory lying 

within this region between the Livenza and Meduna rivers, 

close to the border between the provinces of Treviso and 

Pordenone, all within the D.O.C of Friuli Grave.   

 

Friuli Grave is the largest appellation in Friuli Venezia 

Giulia accounting for more than 50% of the region’s wine 

production. The high Friuli plain, sheltered by the Alpine 

foothills, has a particularly original landscape marked with 

stony soils called “Magredi” or “Grave”. Over thousands of 

years, rivers deposited enormous quantities of calcareous-

dolomitic material. The foothills protect the valley from the 

icy winds from the north. The nearby Adriatic Sea provides 

a maritime influence. The pebbles and stones reflect the light 

in the day and store heat to be released at night. All this 

creates an environment very well suited to agriculture.   

 

Le Monde takes its name from the Germanic word “mundio” 

that referred to the protection granted by the Austrian 

Emperor to some lands. With 50 hectares (125 acres) of 

vineyards, Le Monde was founded in 1970 by the Pistioni 

family and taken over by the Maccan family in 2008. The 

Maccan family is from the Prata di Pordenone area and 

became quite successful in industrial technology. The family 

had the desire to lift the quality of wine in the region to its 

highest potential. Alex Maccan, then 31, passionate about 

wine was energized and enthusiastic to take on the task.  

 

Alex, with his wife, Marta Paladin Furlan, decided to make 

their mark in the region. Marta is an architect. Along with 

good friend, architect Alessandro Isola, she designed the 

renovation of the 18th century historical villa. The trio created 

a winery where tradition finds the right combination with 

modernity and design elegance. No expense was spared to 

bring in the latest of winemaking technology. They designed 

all aspects of the winery to reflect a modern approach to 

winemaking and respect and sensibility to nature. For 

example, solar panels generate 70% of the winery’s electrical 

needs. The design elements throughout the winery are 

modern and exciting. The villa is spectacular! 

 

From the beginning, the Maccans sought the advice of top 

wine consultants, first Franco Bernabei and now Giovanni 

Ruzzene. They wanted to produce wines with freshness of 

fruit, balance, with immediate accessibility and enjoyment.   

 

 

 

The soils here are a mixture of clay and chalk. The vines were 

planted with a density of 1200-2000 vines/acre. Most vines 

are over 30 years of age. Indigenous and international grape 

varieties make up the mix. There existed wooded areas on 

the borders of the property that were extended by Alex. He 

farms in a sustainable manner and as close to organic as 

nature will allow. The extended woods were to further 

protect his vineyards from neighbors who may not share his 

dedication to the environment. 7 hectares (17 acres) lay 

fallow for three years so in 2015 the land could be farmed 

organically. 

 

At harvest, dry ice is used to keep the grapes cool on their 

very short journey from the vineyard to the winery. The latest 

bladder press equipment is utilized for gently pressing of the 

fruit. Wines are vinified in stainless steel tanks to retain 

freshness of flavor and aromatics. Tanks are first filled with 

nitrogen prior to the wine entering the tank. This new 

technique allows Alex to use almost ½ as much sulphur in 

the winemaking process. Fermentations are temperature 

controlled to be long and slow to bring out richness and 

aromatics.     

 

Alex has succeeded in producing eminently delicious, fruity, 

and balanced wines. When he was the first winemaker in the 

region to receive a “tre bicchieri” from Gambero Rosso, he 

knew all his hard work and innovation had paid off. The 

future looks very bright at Le Monde! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Pinot Grigio 

Pinot Bianco 

Friulano 

Ribolla Gialla 

Cabernet Franc 

Refosco dal Peducolo Rosso 
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LETH  
 

stablished in the early 1960s, Weingut Leth has 
become a renowned winery in Fels am Wagram in 
just three generations. The Leth family are 
members of the Traditionsweinguter Osterreich 

(association of traditional wineries in Austria), and believe 
it is their obligation to express the characteristics of their 
region, their soils, their climate, their grape varieties and 
cellars in their wines.  Franz Leth, Franz Jr. and the entire 
Leth family are committed to these ideals.  
 
The Wagram region of Austria is home to Europe’s most 
extensive loess soil formations. The region formed when 
glacial winds blew fine particles of agglomerated clay, sand 
and lime – loess - onto the prehistoric bedrock of the 
ancient course of the Danube river. The layers are up to 20 
meters deep, and enable vine roots to delve deeply and 
absorb water and nutrients from the mineral-rich subsoils. 
Combined with the benevolent climate and wide 
temperature variation from day to night, perfect conditions 
combine to create unique terroir wines.  
 
The Leth family strongly believe tradition trumps all else in 
making fine wines. They planted Austria’s first “living 
grape museum” to preserve the native, ancient varieties of 
the Wagram and other parts of the world. Over 250 grape 
varieties are carefully tended. This is done to preserve the 
heritage of Austrian winemaking and ensure future 
generations understand, and have access to, native plant 
material.   
 
The original vineyard was established by Franz and Barbara 
Leth. This tiny, mixed agriculture farm with just a half 
hectare vineyard slowly developed into one of the region’s 
leading wineries. The Leths continuously acquired other 
vineyards in the Wagram’s best locations.  Now covering 
nearly 45 hectares, Weingut Leth sits atop one of the 
mightiest loess formations in Europe, spread across the best 
terrace locations.  
 
This premium vineyard acquisition phase was ushered in as 
sons Franz and Erich took the reins.  They undertook 
specialized training from vineyard schools in 
Klosterneuburg and Krems, and implemented significant 
improvements in the vineyards and cellar.  They focused on 
choosing the right variety for the soil and microclimate of 
each parcel.  
 
Today, the 3rd generation is in charge of winemaking at 
Leth. Franz Junior started making wines in 2006. He grew 
up in the vineyards alongside his parents and uncle, and 
says he cannot remember ever wanting to be anything other 
than a winegrower. Franz Junior’s signature is on the estate 

wines, and he nurtures them from vines to the cellar to the 
bottle. 
 
The estate is heavily focused on Gruner Veltliner, Austria’s 
iconic grape. Leth’s best cru vineyards each express a 
different nuance in the Gruner wines they produce, and  
also host lively articulations of both Roter Veltliner and 
Riesling.  The designation “Erste Lagen” signifies a first 
class site, vineyards that are recognized for their unique and 
exceptional terroir. Single vineyard wines from Scheiben, 
Brunnthal, and Fumberg exhibit complexity, mineral 
characteristics and longevity.  The Klassic line shows 
varietal character and aromas, highlighting fruit flavors and 
cleansing acidity.   
 
For all the generations of the Leth family, the goal is to 
weave agricultural work in harmony with nature. They 
maintain and nurture the natural elements in their soil and 
climate, and believe this shines through every bottle of Leth 
wine.  
 
 
 
   

    
 
 
 WINES 

Gruner Veltliner Steinagrund 
Gruner Veltliner Brunnthal 
Gruner Veltliner Scheiben 

Riesling Brunnthal   
Riesling Klassik 

Roter Veltliner Fumberg 
Roter Veltliner Klassik 
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MICHEL MAILLIARD 

 
  

ertus, the village in Champagne’s famous Côte 

des Blancs, has been the home of the Mailliard 

family for four generations. The first commune of 

Champagne in the Marne department, Vertus and 

its terroir of 500 hectares is classified Premier Cru.  

 

Although the wine tradition is the thread of the family 

history, and while the first official references date back to 

1894, the real founder of the House is Alexis Mailliard, born 

more than a century ago. Today, the third and fourth 

generations, Michel and Gregory respectively, take care of 

the 23 hectare (55 acre) family vineyard. Half of the vineyard 

plots are in Vertus and the surrounding area and are planted 

mostly to Chardonnay. 

 

Michel Mailliard is a complex man. Besides being a vigneron 

and champagne maker, he is an innovator, entrepreneur, and 

leader with a touch of politician. While his name is unknown 

in America, among the champagne producers of Vertus, he 

is a very prominent figure. Decades ago, Michel’s father saw 

many of his neighbors with small vineyard plots of very good 

quality grapes in need of a better place to produce their 

champagnes. So, he created one of the first in champagne of 

what we call today “custom crush facilities”. These types of 

facilities are now common place in many wine regions 

around the world, helping artisan producers and garagists. 

Over time, the small start-up grew to house the current state-

of-the-art champagne producing equipment and perfect 

storage facilities. Each vigneron controls the production of 

his/her champagne separately from the other 170 producers.  

 

A number of years ago Michel turned his focus to further 

expanding and developing his family vineyards and brand 

Champagne Michel Mailliard. The objective of the House is 

to grow and create champagnes that reflect the vision and 

sensory cues that have been passed on from father to son. 

Until recently, Champagne Michel Mailliard was only 

available in France, sold mostly to private customers and 

poured in restaurants in Paris. Michel and his son, Gregory, 

are dedicated to presenting to the world their highly precise 

expressions of Champagne. 

 

Gregory manages the vineyards and the harvest. He stands 

side-by-side with his father learning the craft of champagne 

making - the Mailliard way. The two have total control of 

their champagnes made at the custom crush facility. Michel 

owns the winery and all of the fruit he uses is estate fruit. All 

the equipment he uses is solely used by him. However, 

because there are others making wine at his facility, he must 

label his wines RC, Récoltant-Coopérateur (wine purchased 

back from the group facility). 

Champagne Michel Mailliard offers six different cuvees. We 

decided to begin our journey with the House by offering two 

of them, Cuvée Brut Gregory and their flagship Mont Vergon 

Vintage Brut Champagne. We later added a rosé champagne, 

Cuvée Alexia.  

 

Michel uses only first press (cuvée) juice to make his base 

wines. He blocks malolactic fermentation to maintain purity, 

minerality and precision in his champagnes. 

 

Cuvée Gregory Brut is made from 95% Chardonnay and 5% 

Pinot Noir. Residual sugar at dosage is quite low, generally 

around 5.5 g/L. Aged 3-5 years in the bottle prior to 

disgorgement, Cuvee Brut Gregory displays very fine 

bubbles, is mineral driven, delicate, elegant and long on the 

finish.  

 

Mont Vergon Vintage Brut is from a single vineyard plot and 

made only in exceptional vintages. It is 100% Chardonnay 

(Blanc de Blancs) and aged 7-8 years in the bottle prior to 

disgorgement. Residual sugar at dosage is generally 9 g/L, 

making it still quite dry. Mont Vergon Vintage Brut is tightly 

wound, displaying intense minerality and showing very 

persistent flavors with a hint of yeastiness. The structure is 

amazing and the finish is very long. Awarded numerous gold 

medals at prestigious tastings in France, Mont Vergon 

Vintage Brut is becoming known among its peers as a very 

high level cuvee. 

 

Cuvée Alexia Rosé Brut was named after Michel Mailliard’s 

daughter, Alexia. It is 90% Chardonnay, 10% Pinot Noir all 

from Premier Cru vineyards. The color is attained by 

blending in a portion of still red wine. The Cuvée Rosé 

Alexia lives up to all you expect from a noble and prestigious 

wine. A perfect effervescence or fragrances instantly 

develops in the mouth. Hints of strawberries and raspberries, 

of fudge and Tarte Tatin. Residual sugar at dosage is 

generally 7 g/L. 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Cuvée Gregory Brut 

 Mont Vergon Vintage Brut 

Cuvée Alexia Rosé Brut 
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MARRONE  
 

ver a century of winemaking: four generations 
of passion, tenacity, investments and hard work. 
A story of tradition with a watchful eye on the 
future. The origins of Agricola Marrone date 

back to before 1887. A family that cultivated local grape 
varietals and showed ambition from an early phase. 
 
When Pietro Marrone was born in 1887, his father Edoardo 
was already producing wines. From the time he was young 
he was very passionate and ambitious. In 1910, at 23 years 
old, he asked his father to grow some vineyards. In the 
early 1920s/30s the winery progressed and started 
cultivating vineyards using techniques that were 
revolutionary at the time: reducing production yields to 
prioritize higher quality and avoiding sowing wheat 
between vine rows, a standard practice at the time. An early 
adoption of what became modern cultivation practices. The 
family grapes became the most beautiful of the village, so 
slowly all the vineyards converted to that modern 
production system. 
 
After WWII, Carlo Marrone, Gian Piero (‘Gianpi’s’)  
father, resumed work in the vineyards and in the cellar with 
even greater passion than before. The wines became better 
and better, with the birth of the in-house cru: “Pichemej” 
(“more than better”, in Piedmontese dialect). Success 
enabled investments in the farmhouse and it began to 
become known in the village as “Cascina Carlot,” Carlo’s 
farmhouse. 
 
In 1978 ‘Gianpi’ took over full management of Marrone 
Winery and began a phase of expansion both in vineyards 
and cellar space. His wife Giovanna, affectionately known 
as “Mamma Gio,” orchestrates private hospitality and is the 
Kitchen director. For Giovanna, food is “tradition and 
Italian values that go hand with our wines.” Today, all three 
of Gian Piero and Giovanna’s daughters are involved on the 
estate. Valentina is the oenologist and winemaker. Serena 
handles the finance and business side of the winery and 
foreign markets, and Denise runs the hospitality and 
marketing duties.  
 
To date the winery has vineyards in the heart of Piedmont, 
the Langhe region, with the main cellar in La Morra. They 
continue to invest strongly in vineyard and cellar 
management. The former is part of the family vision to 
create an ‘ecological system’ for plants to obtain the best 
grapes, to maintain and re-create precious microflora, use 
only ‘mechanical tools’ and allow plants to defend 
themselves from pests and adverse climate conditions, and 
only use organic fertilizers. In Valentina’s own words: “It 
is at the heart of our wine making. We want to make fine 

wines. Wines that have drinkability, that are a pure 
expression of our terroir and not interfere at all. We always 
want to raise the bar.” 
 
The Marrone philosophy is to transfer the integrity, richness 
and fullness of aromas from their grapes to each bottle. 
They do it via little interference and in the most natural 
way. Their goal is elegant and refined wines. 
 
The healthier the vineyards are, the better the grapes will 
be. With that in mind, they manage their vineyards to create 
an ecological system that allows the vines to enjoy the best 
possible living conditions. They avoid the use of herbicides, 
and use only strictly selected organic fertilizer. Grapes are 
harvested in the coolest hours of the day, taking care to 
handle the bunches carefully to avoid crushing them. All 
vineyard management operations are performed by hand, 
including pruning, thinning, and grape selection during 
harvest. Grapes are harvested into 25kg crates and 
transported on specially designed “sleds” to limit the 
crushing of grapes and minimize their movement, which 
tend to bounce up and down on the uneven ground when 
transported on a trailer. All of this is done to prevent 
uncontrolled fermentation to begin in the liquid leaked from 
the bunches. This same attention to detail is applied to all of 
the winemaking steps from the sled to the bottle. You can 
taste the quality from this attention to detail in every bottle 
of Marrone.  
 

WINES 

Barbera d’Alba Carlot 
Barolo 

Barolo Bussia   
Barolo Pichemej 

Langhe Arneis Tre Fie 
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MIANI 

 

nzo Pontoni works quietly and tirelessly in his tiny 

plots totalling 15 hectares of vineyards nestled in 

the hills near the small towns of Buttrio and 

Rosazzo in the Colli Orientali del Friuli region of 

Italy. Some might even call Pontoni a recluse. Some describe 

him as a true Frulian, a little rough on the edges. Enzo is 

notoriously fastidious in the tending of his vineyards. 

Nothing but the best fruit makes its way to his bare bones 

little cellar in the town of Buttrio. The cellar is reminiscent 

of a large garage with Enzo’s mother living above the tiny 

facility. Here Pontoni produces his miraculous wines named 

after his mother’s maiden name, Miani. 

 

Due to the extremely low yields, (1.2 tons/acre) and rigorous 

selection of grapes, output is miniscule, roughly 800 cases 

spread between nine different wines. Few have tasted Miani 

wines, and far fewer still have ever met the man himself. Yet, 

from his earliest of releases in the early ‘80s, Enzo Pontoni 

has been known as a legendary winemaker to the primo 

cognoscenti of the wine world. 

 

Enzo grew up in Friuli and inherited his passion from his 

father, Nello, who worked the vineyards mainly for family 

consumption and selling some grapes to neighbors. With an 

early career as an engineer, Enzo left his quite agrarian 

surroundings for a cosmopolitan life in the larger cities of 

Italy. He soon returned home. To see him now, a true man of 

the soil, you would find it hard to imagine Enzo in any other 

life than one he has among the vines. His simplicity and 

humility are matched only by his greatness as a winemaker.     

 

The regions “Ponca” soils of marl and limestone are the 

foundation of Enzo’s quivering whites and statuesque reds. 

The vines range from 5 to 80 years old. There are 4,000 to 

8,000 vines per hectare. Vine training systems are a mix of 

Guyot (cane) and cordon (spur) pruning. All the plots are 

organically farmed.   

 

Enzo’s abilities are not from formal training. They are innate 

to his character. He has excruciatingly high standards. He is 

his harshest critic. Only wines deemed exceptional by 

Pontoni go into Miani bottles. For this reason many vintages 

do not see the full line of wines. His philosophy is similar to 

many other great winemakers, old vines, tiny yields and 

meticulous attention to the vines. Enzo just takes the effort 

to a nearly possessed level.    

 

White wine vinifications utilize very delicate extractions, 

barrel fermentations, no malolactic fermentation except for 

Chardonnay, and no temperature control. Enzo produces 

three reds, Merlot Filip (Rosazzo), Merlot Buri (Buttrio), and 

Calvari, 100% Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso aged in 100% 

new oak barrels. Out of respect to his predecessors many of 

the wines are named after the families who tended the 

vineyards, Filip, Banel, Buri, and Saurint. 

 

“Uncompromisingly taut, minerally precise, wonderful 

freshness, flamboyant richness, detail, textural elegance, 

extreme concentration, textured and lavish palate, mineral-

imbued acidity and striking finesse, power with irresistible 

drinkability, muscle and velvet with elegance” are all 

descriptors various wine writers have used to describe Miani 

wines. Need we say more?     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Bianco 

Chardonnay 

Chardonnay “Zitelle” 

Pinot Bianco 

Friulano 

Friulano "Buri" 

Friulano "Filip"  

Malvisia 

Sauvignon "Banel"  

Sauvignon "Saurint"  

Sauvignon “Zitelle Alto” 

Sauvignon “Zitelle Cava”  

Ribolla Gialla “Pettarin” 

Rosso 

Merlot Filip 

 Merlot Buri 

 Calvari  
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DOMAINE DE MONTCY  
TERRA LAURA  

 
 

aura Semeria is a dreamer who takes action on her 

dreams. She was born in Imperia in Italy’s north-

eastern region of Liguria. For three generations her 

family has tended olive orchards and produced 

olive oil for a living. In her early twenties the notion of 

working the land was a vision she could not yet embrace. She 

wanted to see the world. So instead she studied nutrition in 

Milan and began a career in the food industry. With daily 

interaction with some of the leaders of Italian gastronomy 

she was hooked on the food and wine scene. She spent her 

evenings studying wine and soon became a sommelier. Later 

she moved to Switzerland to join her husband, Dominique. 

There Laura found a marketing position with an international 

food company (think big). She travelled the world in this 

role, but the glamour of the travel and time away from home, 

husband and child gave her pause to dream of a different 

existence. 

 

Dominique agreed and they set about looking for the perfect 

place to live, grow grapes, make wine and raise their now 

two children. They searched in Italy. They searched in 

France. On one of their discovery tours they found 

themselves in Cheverny in the Loire Valley where Laura fell 

in love with an exotic little known grape called Romorantin, 

the only grape variety in the ultra tiny appellation of Cour-

Cheverny. Magic, this is it! With a population of 986 

inhabitants and 28 castles, Cheverny was the ideal place for 

them to start their new lives.      

 

In late 2006, Laura and Dominque quickly found a lovely 20 

hectare estate 4 kms southwest of Cheverny and very near 

Château de Troussay. It took until September 2007 before 

the sale was complete and TERRA LAURA was born. Five 

days later Laura began her first harvest with the guidance and 

support of the previous owner.  

 

The vines on the estate are 15-20+ years old with some 

parcels from 60 to 80 years old. The soil is argilo-silicieux 

(clay and sand). When Laura purchased the estate it was 

already being farmed “agriculture raisonnée" (or sustainable 

agriculture). At the very beginning Laura set a path to 

becoming an organically farmed estate and will soon have 

certification. She has also adopted some aspects of 

biodynamics. The cellar is equipped with state of the art 

vinification tools allowing minimal intervention to craft 

more authentic wines. Laura practices rigorous parcel 

selections in the vineyard, mostly hand harvesting, picking 

grapes when they are phenolically ripe, and ferments using 

naturally occurring yeast.  

In the appellation of Cheverny white wines are composed of 

Sauvignon Blanc grapes, at a proportion of 60–80%, blended 

with Arbois, Chardonnay or Pineau Blanc de la Loire grapes. 

A small proportion is made into sparkling wine. The red 

wines are composed of Gamay grapes, at a proportion of 40–

65%, blended with Pinot Noir grapes. Cabernet Franc and 

Côt (Malbec) can be used to make up to 15% of the wine. 

Pineau d'Aunis is added to these grape varieties when 

making rosés. 

 

Cour-Cheverny is a miniscule 48 hectare appellation. The 

Romorantin grape, grown in the Loire Valley since the 

sixteenth century, is the sole grape of the appellation. It 

makes crisp, acidic, minerally white wines. Terra Laura is 

one of only 11 producers of Cour-Cheverny. 

 

At Terra Laura: 
Cheverny Blanc – Vine age 20+ yrs. Typically 80% Sauvignon 

Blanc & 20% Chardonnay aged 8 months in stainless steel tanks 

with fine lies.  Cheverny Blanc–Clos du Cendres - a blend of 

Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay, 50% each. It comes from 60-80 

year old vines and is aged 12 months in staninless steel tanks. 

Cheverny Rouge – 15+ year old vines. Typically 60% Gamay, 

35% Pinot Noir & 5% Malbec aged solely in stainless steel tanks 

for 12 months. Cour-Cheverny – 100% Romaratin aged 12 months 

in stainless steel tanks with fine lies. 

 

Laura bottles her wines under the labels Domaine de Montcy, 

Terra Laura and Plénitude. The Sorting Table initially 

offered the Terra Laura labels and transitioned to Domaine 

de Montcy. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Cheverny Blanc 

Cheverny Rouge 

Cheverny Blanc Clos des Cendres 

Cheverny Rouge – Louis de la Saussaye 

Cour-Cheverny 

Plénitude Cour-Cheverny 
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DOMAINE BERNARD MOREAU & FILS 

 

t’s impossible to discuss Chassagne-Montrachet 

without mentioning the name Bernard Moreau. Year to 

year, this celebrated producer vinifies and bottles some 

of the purest, most thought-provoking wines of the 

appellation.  

 

The winery’s roots go back to 1809 when Auguste Moreau 

built a cellar across from the Champs Gain vineyard and 

farmed his few hectares of Chardonnay and Pinot along the 

golden slope. The 1930s saw an expansion of the family’s 

vineyards under the guidance of Marcel Moreau. Roughly 

80% of the domaine’s current vineyard holdings were 

acquired by Marcel. At age 14, Bernard Moreau took over 

the vineyards and cellar in the early 1960’s. In 1977 the 

reputation of this great estate was fully established under the 

leadership of Bernard and Françoise Moreau and the winery 

was named Domaine Bernard Moreau. In addition to the 

changes in equipment, farming and winemaking, they also 

purchased additional land bringing the vineyard total to 14 

hectares. To help with winemaking, viticulture and sales, 

sons Alex and Benoît joined the Domaine after having 

worked in New Zealand, Australia and South Africa. Alex 

and Benoit loosely split the responsibilities of the operation 

with Benoit more focused on the vineyards and Alex more 

focused on the cellar.  

 

As with most all great Burgundian estates the emphasis at 

Domaine Moreau is on terroir. Treat the vineyards right and 

they’ll reward you with superior fruit. To maintain healthy 

balanced soils the winery uses organic fertilizers and no 

pesticides. To ensure greater flavor intensity they farm the 

land for lower yields through pruning, debudding, green 

harvesting in August, leaf thinning for Pinot Noir (on the 

morning sun side), and the planting of cover crops in certain 

vineyards to encourage competition and soak up moisture. 

 

The 1er Cru Chardonnays are barrel fermented and aged in 

French oak barrels (10%-30% new). The wine spends 

between 12 and 18 months in wood with a little lees stirring 

early on for added texture.  Says Bernard, “The spirit of our 

winemaking is to not touch the wine too often. For 

Chardonnay our aim is to produce very clean and precise 

wines which are not too austere. We like the minerality and 

purity.” 

 

The red wines are aged in French oak barrels (10%-50% 

new) for 12 to 20 months depending on the vineyard and 

vintage. Bernard states, “For our Pinot Noirs we don’t do any 

racking, fining or filtration. We want to make the purest 

expression of the Pinot Noir from our vineyards.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Bourgogne Blanc 

Bourgogne Rouge 

 

Saint Aubin 1er Cru, En Remilly 

Chassagne Montrachet  

Chassagne Montrachet Rouge Vieilles Vignes 

Chassagne Montrachet Rouge 1er Cru, La Cardeuse 

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Champs Gain 

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Chenevottes 

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Maltroie 

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Morgeot 

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru, Vergers 

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Grandes Ruchottes 

Chevalier Montrachet 

Bâtard Montrachet 

 

Volnay 1er Cru Caillerets 

Volnay 1er Clos de Chenes 
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DOMAINE du PRÉ SEMELÉ  

 
 

s you weave your way down from the hilltop 

town of Sancerre, world renown for the region’s 

wines made from Sauvignon Blanc, you pass 

Monts Damés, one of the most famous vineyards 

of Sancerre, go through the tiny town of Chavignol, famous 

for little goat cheeses called “crottin”, you climb over the hill 

of Monts Damés and down into a little valley. There you will 

find Maimbray, Sury en Vaux, a little hamlet nestled at the 

foot of hillside vineyards. It is here that three generations of 

the family Raimbault have grown grapes and made wine. 

Grandfather Maurice worked the vineyards (3ha) with his 

brother Camille. Maurice’s sons Claude and Rémy followed 

suit in 1988 expanding the holdings (12ha). In 2001 Rémy’s 

son Julien stepped in as vigneron and the three created a new 

name, Domaine du Pré Semelé (pronounced pray sem-ill-ay it 

is the name of the plot of land on which the winery sits). Claude 

retired in 2009 and Remy’s son Clément became the 

winemaker. With Rémy nearing retirement, Julien and 

Clément manage the 18 hectares of vines across 45 different 

parcels, three quarters Sauvignon Blanc and the rest Pinot 

Noir. 

 

The appellation of Sancerre lies on an outcrop of the chalky 

Kimmeridgian soils (Terre Blanche) that run from the White 

Cliffs of Dover down through Champagne, Chablis and the 

eastern edge of the Loire valley. These soils bring minerality, 

power and longevity to the wines. The vineyards of the 

domaine are 80% Terre Blanche and 20% limestone and 

clay. The limestone and clay soils, called les Caillottes, 

produce wines that are more elegantly balanced, fruitier and 

fuller. They are wines for earlier consumption. Vine age of 

the vineyards ranges from 5 to 50 years. 

 

Julien’s farming practices are lutte raisonée. He uses no 

insecticides or pesticides in the vineyards. 90% of the 

vineyard rows are grassed to encourage a natural and healthy 

environment for the vines. Sauvignon Blanc is planted at 

6500 vines per hectare. Pinot Noir is planted at 6500-9000 

vines per hectare. Yields for the white wines are between 60-

65 Hl/Ha. Domaine Rouge is 45-50 Hl/Ha and Camille 

Rouge is 30 Hl/Ha.  

 

Looking to broaden his winemaking experience, Clément left 

his little enclave of Maimray to work in various wineries 

from 2004–2009. The wineries included Domaine Trapet in 

Gevrey-Chambertin, Te Mata in New Zealand and three 

producers in Sancerre, Domaine Pinard, Domaine Alphonse 

Mellot and Chateau de Sancerre. This experience is evident 

in the purity and balance of his Sauvignon Blanc wines and 

the depth and richness of his Pinot Noir wines. Finesse and 

balance are the targets of Clément’s winemaking style.  

 

The Sauvignon Blanc for the Sancerre Blanc is pressed long 

and slow. The juice is allowed to settle for 24 hours at a cold 

temperature. Fermentation is in stainless steel and enamel 

tanks at low temperatures for 10-15 days. The wine is then 

occasionally stirred on the lees for three to four months. The 

wines are lightly filtered prior to bottling.   

 

Pinot Noir receives a 5-7 day cold maceration followed by 

gentle punching down and pumping over during the 25 day 

fermentation. For the Sancerre Rouge the must is pressed and 

the juice is racked to 50% stainless steel tanks and 50% to 

barrique 1-5 years of age. For the Camille Pinot Noir, the 

wine ages in 100% new barriques. 

 

Total winery production is around 7,000 cases per year. 

 

Domaine du Pré Semelé is a fine example of the well trained 

younger generation with world experience taking over the 

family vineyards and winery to elevate the domaine to much 

higher level.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Sancerre Rosé 

Sancerre Blanc 

Sancerre Blanc Le Chasseignes 

Zeste Blanc 

Sancerre Pinot Noir 

Sancerre Pinot Noir Camille  
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GÉRARD & JULIE PORTAZ  
 

 he terrior of Eperviere estate in Apremont in the 
Savioe can be traced 770 years. This mountainous 
region on the Eastern border of France with 
Switzerland and Italy, was under the control of the 

House of Savoy in Northern Italy from 1003 to 1416, and 
remained a duchy of Sicily and Sardinia until 1860. At the 
Treaty of Turin the area was annexed by France as part of 
the agreement with Napoleon III. 
 
In the 1940s, Clément and his son Gérard Portaz planted the 
first plots of what is now known as l’Eperviere. It was a 
labor of love, starting with 2.5 hectares in the Apremont 
and Abymes appellations. That love of vines is a family 
story: Julie, daughter of Gérard, follows her father and 
decides to become a winegrower. Julie studies enology, and  
at the end of her studies they acquire three more hectares of 
primarily Jacquére vines. Domaine  L’Eperviere estate is 
born in 2008. 
 
The winery is modernized to produce the finest white 
wines. Fermentation is now regulated in stainless steel 
tanks at low temperature. Marketing begins in 2012, and a 
new variety is planted that year. Slowly new wines are 
created: Les Jumelles and Habanera are born in 2013, 
Eugénie in 2015.   
 
The clay and limestone soils in Apremont are partly the 
result of a large glacial shift in 1248. A significant section 
of Mount Granier plummeted down the mountain, which 
resulted in the deaths of over five thousand villagers in  
Abymes and Apremont. It also left limestone scree along 
the hillside slopes, which today greatly benefits the vines.  
Located in the commune of Chapareillan, the estate now 
comprises 5.6 hectares, divided into seventeen plots. Each 
plot is treated like a separate vineyard, to preserve the 
differences in the ages of the vines, altitude and exposure. 
The combination of these many facets contributes to the 
great complexity of the wines.  They believe the quality of a 
wine begins in the vineyards, which is why they constantly 
work on the seventeen plots throughout the year. 
 
Each of the wines from Portaz tell a story. Les Jumelles, 
The Twins, was named for Julie and her twin sister, Marie. 
It comes from three different parcels in tiny quantities, only 
0.3 hectares total. 
 
Cuvée Eugénie is named for a former chatelaine, Mrs. 
Eugénie Vettier. This exceptional woman oversaw the        
castle in the ancient village of Chapareillan. The wine is a 
special selection of parcels nearby the castle, and Clément, 
then Gerard, worked these most beautiful plots. The vines 
are over 80 years old, and the wine used to be made in the 

old cellar of the castle by the family. The door on the label 
reminds Julie of her childhood. It symbolizes the door that 
leads to the castle cellars.   
 
Habanera is Julie’s homage to her father Gérard. During the 
long hours of fermentation, they play classical music in the 
cellar. The habanera is a song or dance and its intimacy 
echoes the passion that they put into nurturing this wine.  It 
is dedicated à mon Pere, “in honor of” her father, who 
instilled this passion in her.   
 
The wines of Domaine l’Eperviere reflect the father-
daughter partnership between Gérard and Julie. They feel 
privileged to manage the family estate.  Taste the  
meticulous way they work their wines with love and 
passion! 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

  WINES 
Apremont Les Jumelles 

Apremont Eugénie   
Abymes Habanera 
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RIZZI  
 

 
rnesto Dellapiana is known to say: “I have a crazy 

love for the earth”.  This phrase embodies his life; 

from his birth in Alba, Italy in 1940 through his 

current stewardship of his family’s nineteeth 

century estate, Cascina Rizzi, in the Treiso zone of Piedmont. 

 

After spending his early childhood playing on the hills of 

Treiso at the Rizzi farmhouse, Ernesto completed a degree in 

Economics and managed the family’s Turin-based paper 

business before returning to his love of the earth in 1973. 

 

His initial years after returning to Cascina Rizzi involved 

starting his family:  son Enrico was born in 1978, four years 

after daughter Jole arrived in 1974 which was also the year 

the Rizzi estate first began winemaking under its own name. 

 

Ernesto’s passion for the land of the Langhe and winemaking 

drove him to reclaim the historic lost family property of the 

Cascina Boito in 1984, the purchase of the Villa Manzola 

farm in 1997, and further acres of vineyard land in Treiso, 

Neive and Neviglie through 2016.    

 

Almost directly south of the town of Barbaresco lie the 

classic rolling hills of Treiso, a land steeped in Piedmont 

history.  The Rizzi estate, one of the largest and most 

interesting in the Barbaresco area, is comprised of 40 total  

hectares primarily in this famous Trieso zone. From 

elevations between 200m and 430m, twenty hectares of 

Nebbiolo produce elegant and sophisticated wines from the 

vineyard crus Rizzi (from which a Riserva Vigna Boito is 

also born), Pajore, Nervo, Manzola, Giacone, and  Bricco di 

Neive.  An additional 20 hectares of the estate produce 

Langhe Nebbiolo, Dolceto D’Alba, Barbera D’Alba and 

Moscato D’Asti from vineyards in the nearby zone of 

Neviglie. 

 

The Dellapiana children followed in their father’s footsteps, 

first with their educations at the University of Turin and then 

in joining the family winery operations.  While daughter Jole 

is engaged in the financial management of the company, son 

Enrico’s degree in Viticulture and Oenology in 2004 allows 

for his management of all agricultural and winemaking 

aspects of the estate. 

 

“Transparency of terroir and fruit clarity are my goal” states 

Enrico emphatically. The estate’s current sustainable 

practices are designed with an objective to produce wine 

completely respectful for the traditions of the zone and 

supporting Enrico’s desire to transfer as much character and 

personality of the terrain and varietal into each bottle 

produced.  Enrico strives to make wines that are “alive”; 

clean, pure and not oaky. His wine’s offer approachable fruit 

flavors and contolled tannins for appreciation when they are 

young. A focus on balance and structure will allow these 

wines to age gracefully for decades. 

 

His creative passions shine through in both his winemaking 

and artistic sensibilities.  He is both a talented winemaker 

and a painter; Enrico both designs the Barbaresco Rizzi 

Riserva Boito labels for each vintage and also handpaints 

each individual label for the limited magnum production of 

this special wine. 

 

It is impossible to visit this very special zone of Barbaresco 

without traversing the impressive, steep, vine-clad hills of 

Treiso and partaking in the warm hospitality of their peoples. 

Their protection of this idyllic environment and the 

validation of the region and its estates are essential 

guidelines for the continued growth and work of the Rizzi 

winery and the Dellapiana family.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  WINES   

 

Dolcetto D’Alba 

Barbera D’Alba 

Langhe Nebbiolo 

Moscato D’Asti 

 

Barbaresco “Rizzi” 

Barbaresco Rizzi Riserva “Boito” 

Barbaresco “Pajoré” 

Barbaresco “Nervo” 
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DOMAINE ROBLET-MONNOT  

 
 

olnay has enjoyed fame far longer than most of 

the communes in Burgundy. In the 1300’s it was 

the most famous wine of Burgundy thanks to the 

Knights of Malta, vineyard owners since 1207. In 

kingly fashion, Louis XI added the entire vintage of 1447 to 

his personal cellar leaving none for the less worthy. Due to 

its history of renown there are more descriptions of ancient 

Volnay than almost any other Burgundy. Perfume and 

finesse are the hallmarks of Volnay wines displaying Pinot 

Noir in its most seductive manner.  

 

Pascal Roblet may not be able to trace his roots in Volnay to 

the 1300s but four generations there seems pretty long to 

most of us. His first harvest was when he was 6 years old. 

Thereafter, he worked each vintage with his father and 

grandfather until he was 18, when he went off to Paris to 

study accounting. Two years of study was enough to tell him 

that he wanted to return to Volnay. In the late 1990s Pascal 

took over the family domaine from his father, François. At 

age 20, Pascal did his first solo vinification.  

 

Pascal lives in the town of Volnay.  His small rustic cellar is 

ten minutes away in the tiny hamlet of Bligny-les-Beaune. 

The majority of the Domaine Roblet-Monnot holdings are in 

Volnay (6 hectares) and with the 2017 vintage 1er Cru 

Pitures will make its own wine.  Additional vines became 

available in 2018: 35 rows in Pommard “Chanlin Haut” as 

well as 4.45 hectares of 60 year old vines nearby.    

 

Pascal’s conversion to biodynamic viticulture in 1997 along 

with his high density planting (12,000 vines per hectare) and 

very low yields (30-35 hectoliters per hectare) are part of 

what has transformed his domaine into one of the leading 

sources of wine from these communes.    

 

In the Vineyard 

As one of the earlier pioneers of biodynamic practices in 

Burgundy, Pascal goes to the extent of using horses to plow 

his vineyards to reduce the compaction of the soil that a 

tractor would cause. In his Volnay Taillepieds vineyard he 

refrains from “rogner” (clipping of foliage) to avoid stress on 

the vine and increase the vines foliage. 

 

In vintages with uneven ripening of the rows of vines, Pascal 

will select only the grapes at their optimum ripeness and 

return again and again to the vineyard for selection. Sorting 

of grapes begins in the vineyard for Pascal. He believes 

pristine grapes should never come in contact with their rotten 

or mouldy brethren. In addition, at the door of the cellar is a 

vibrating sorting table to cull out any leaves or twigs, or 

grapes deemed unworthy of being part of a Roblet-Monnot 

wine. 

The heart of his production lies in Volnay where Pascal 

produces one village and five premier cru cuvees. His 

Bourgogne Rouge comes entirely from Volnay. The St. 

François bottling is a blend of several vineyards in Volnay, 

some of which are premier cru. Rich and dense on the palate, 

this wine offers tremendous value. Brouillards sits on the 

Pommard border, which is reflected in the wine’s full, 

powerful structure. Santenots, which is actually located in 

Meursault, produces a rich, round wine with long aging 

potential. The domaine’s top Volnay is produced from the 

Taillepieds vineyard, which lies in the best section of the 

village. Pascal’s plot of Taillepieds is the heart (center) of the 

vineyard. The top soil  known as “tete de moine” is a mere 

50cm deep with large stones. Deep, rich and very complex, 

Roblet-Monnot’s bottling of Taillepieds is a stunning 

example of Volnay. 

 

In the Cellar 

After Pascal’s sorting of grapes in the vineyard and at the 

cellar door, he uses a very light touch in the cellar. With few 

stems employed (10% or so), restrained extraction, and no 

more than 25% new oak, He prefers infusion of flavor from 

the fruit rather than extraction. He uses long maturation in 

barrel to make the wines more stable before bottling and 

naturally clarified. He bottles his reds unfined and unfiltered. 

Pascal creates wines of purity, intensity, fragrance, finesse 

and structure. He strives for wines of finesse rather than overt 

fruitiness or power.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

 

Bourgogne Haute Cote de Beaune Pinot Noir   

Pommard “Chanlin Haut” 

Volnay St. François 

Volnay Brouillards 1er Cru 

Volnay Santenots 1er Cru 

Volnay Taillepieds 1er Cru 

Nerthus Bourgogne Haute Cote de Beaune Chardonnay 

Nerthus Meursault Charmes 1er Cru 
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CHÂTEAU ROCHER CORBIN  

 
 

ontagne Saint-Emilion, a large Bordeaux 

commune bordering Saint-Emilion to the 

south and Pomerol to the west, has been 

planted to grapes since the middle ages. The 

appellation was so named in 1926 and given AOC 

(Appellation d'Origine Contrôlée) status in 1932. From the 

14th century the region has been quarried for limestone 

illustrating the natural affinity the soils have for grape 

growing. Clacereous-clay soils dominate the area with some 

areas of sand and clay.  By and large this area is quite 

homogeneous in soil type. The 1600 hectare region is planted 

to Merlot 75%, Cabernet Franc 15%, Cabernet Sauvignon 

8%, Malbec 2%, and a very small amount of Petit Verdot. 

 

Château ROCHER CORBIN was established in the 1860’s, 

long before the Montagne Saint-Emilion AOC was named. 

The château is now in its fourth generation of family 

ownership. Philippe Durand studied oenology and worked in 

several vineyards in the Medoc before taking over the family 

estate from his father in 1986. For the past ten years he has 

been making impressive investments and improvements at 

the Château. Just northwest of the town of Montagne the 

château is perfectly situated on the western slope of the 

Calon mound at the highest point in the area. The average 

age of the vines on the 10.5 hectares (25.95 acres) is 45 years. 

15% of the vineyard has vines more than 80 years of age and 

there is one plot with impressive 140 year old vines.  

 

Mr. Durand’s improvements in the vineyard include natural 

ground cover between the vines, de-budding, short pruning 

and removing leaves to reach natural low yields. Philippe 

uses organic agricultural practices.  

 

The grapes are hand harvested in 10-kilo baskets to avoid 

damage. At harvest, the grapes are first manually selected, 

then sorted before de-stemming to eliminate any small 

withered berries, and finally undergo an additional manual 

sorting of each berry to eliminate any remaining stems. The 

wine then undergoes pre-cold maceration and 5-week 

maceration in temperature controlled tanks. Micro aeration 

and part of the malo-lactic fermentation is done in new oak 

barrels. The wine is then aged 12 to 14 months in French oak 

barrels, 40 to 50% new. Barrels from a mix of coopers, Alary, 

Sylvain, Taransaud & Saury, are added each year.  

The typical blend of Château ROCHER CORBIN is 90% 

Merlot, 8% Cabernet Sauvignon and 2% Cabernet Franc. 

 

 

 

 

 

Château ROCHER CORBIN provides deep-colored and 

concentrated Montagne Saint-Emilion wines.  The wine is 

well structured, full-bodied and viscous on the tongue, with 

a fleshy, fruity palate, rich aromas and fabulous aging 

potential for each vintage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Montagne Saint-Emilion  
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SASSETTI PERTIMALI  
 

 
he persuasive charm and attentive embrace of the 
Sassetti family lures one to the vineyards, cellar 
and people who have farmed some of Montalcino’s 
finest vineyards for over a century. Four 

generations of the Sassetti family have made wine in 
Montalcino. Livio worked the historic property through the 
late 1970s, then purchased the 16 hectare vineyard of the 
now–famous Podere Pertimali. The Podere is in the 
Montosoli area, north of Montalcino, a particularly well-
known area for the cultivation of the Sangiovese grape. In 
1967, Livio was among the founders of the Consorzio del 
Brunello di Montalcino, which was the same year the 
DOC(G) system was written into law. In 1968 he built a 
terracotta wall in his cellar to preserve the old vintages of the 
wines produced by the family.  Today, that collection 
consists of almost 1,000 bottles, including a bottle dated to 
1915.   
 
Montosoli is a rounded outcropping with 360-degree 
exposures, and the Sassetti family’s holding faces southeast. 
Montosoli is arguably the finest place to grow Sangiovese in 
the world, and the marl, clay and sandy soils at 900 feet 
elevation are among the very finest slices of the hill. 
Montosoli’s Cru status was given voice by several renowned 
estates, which have bottled vineyard designate wine there 
since the late seventies.  
 
Livio has done little to change the traditional style of the 
estate. The vineyards have always been farmed organically, 
the wines tended and harvested by hand, and fruit picked at 
the apex of ripeness. Considered one of Montalcino’s Grand 
Crus, the Podere Pertimali Sassetti wines are time tested 
classics from one of the founding fathers of Brunello di 
Montalcino wine.  Their Brunello di Montalcino DOCG 
and Rosso di Montalcino DOC, both farmed in the same 
manner, are taken from different selections of the acclaimed, 
Brunello certified, parcels.  
 
In 1999, the Sassetti family acquired property in the 
Maremma, La Querciolina, within the Montecucco DOC.  
Thanks to their great passion and the use of cuttings from the 
original estate, the land was transformed into vineyards 
capable of producing Sangiovese and Ciliegiolo of the 
highest quality. From this vineyard they bottle Montecucco 
Rosso, a fresh and youthful Sangiovese.  More recently, they 
have begun working with a small property in Colle Argento, 
in the Valdobbiadene Prosecco DOCG region. 
 
Today the estates are managed by Lorenzo Sassetti, Livio’s 
son, fourth generation family member and acclaimed 
winemaker. He is joined by his wife Sabina and together they 
passionately uphold the family name and reputation.  

Lorenzo’s aim is to hand-craft outstanding wines of great 
character, balance and elegance with an uncompromising 
commitment to quality, combining modern winemaking 
techniques with his family time-honored traditions. While 
the appellation’s rules have changed to allow shorter times 
in cask and small barrels, the Sassetti Brunellos still develop 
for a full 36 months in Slavonian oak tonneau.  
 
All of Lorenzo’s wines have deep roots in their respective 
terroirs, showcasing his willingness to preserve their 
traditional features. The estate of Sassetti Pertimali honors 
the ‘classical’ proportions of the Sangiovese grapes. The 
wines are invigorating, aromatic, powerful styles that dance 
on the palate rather than attack it with blunt force. Livio 
Sassetti’s “Pertimali” Brunello di Montalcino is a collector’s 
wine. A benchmark.    
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
WINES 

 
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG  

Brunello di Montalcino DOCG “Dieci” 
Rosso di Montalcino DOC 

Montecucco Rosso DOC “La Querciolina” 
Prosecco Superiore Valdobbiadene DOCG Brut Colle Argento 
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SCHAUER  
 

n some of the highest and steepest winegrowing 
slopes in all of Central Europe, where 
winegrowing was documented as early as 1757,   
a pair of brothers continue their family tradition.  

Bernhard and Stefan Schauer have taken over the reins of 
their family’s winery and brought their own passion to this 
corner of Südsteiermark in southern Austria.  Records in the 
village church document the early winemaking of the 
Schauer family.  Once a farm of mixed agriculture, the crop 
is now grapevines. Grown on the top of hillsides, the vines 
thrive in the slate and schist-rich soil.  
 
Since the beginning, there has always been a Schauer 
family winemaker overseeing viticulture and winemaking 
in Kitzeck-Sausal. Both the great-grandfather and 
grandfather of the present generation were farmers and 
made wine. In 1980, Karl Schauer completed the 
conversion of all farming to grapevines. In 2010, he passed 
primary responsibility for the estate to sons Stefan and 
Bernhard. The brothers are passionate winegrowers who 
always work together, in the vineyards, in the cellar, or in 
their parents’ Buschenschank (traditional Austrian wine 
tavern) and guesthouse. Stefan is the winemaker and runs 
the winery with Bernhard, who handles marketing and all 
administration. Stefan went to school for viticulture, then 
worked for wineries in Italy and the Wachau before 
returning home. Bernhard studied hospitality, then spent a 
year in Britain, another on a cruise ship, and then in the 
Austrian national tourism office. They have grown the 
winery quickly in the past 10 years: from 10 hectares in 
2010 to 28 hectares in 2019.   
 
At a peak of 564 meters, the predominance of slate in the 
soil imbues their wines with flinty, mineral and spicy notes 
that are characteristic of the beautiful Sauvignon Blancs and 
Rieslings from the region. It is for these wines that Schauer 
is justly famous.     
 
The distinguishing factor for Schauer is their determination 
to create very individual wines. Their approach is to create 
elegant, acidity-driven wines, straightforwardly and without 
compromise.  They want you to taste the passion they put 
into the wines.  
 
The hills in Kitzeck are steep – some slopes approach 90 
degrees. This mandates meticulous, manual attention, 
which ensures that only the highest quality fruit is 
harvested. One of the first wineries in the area to practice 
sustainable agriculture, they do not use herbicides or 
pesticides in the vineyards, and only enrich the soil with a 
bit of organic fertilizer. As a partner to the South Styria 
Nature Park, they feel it is their responsibility to help 

promote biodiversity and observe the natural conditions of 
the landscape. They respond to this when cultivating their 
vineyards and believe this “natural park quality” can be 
tasted in the wines and the farm bread from their oven.   
 
The Schauer family business is where tradition, vertiginous 
single vineyards, sustainable philosophy and wines full of 
elegance and finesse are the order of the day. They 
encourage you to travel along the South Styrian Wine Road 
to visit them and experience the incomparable views, food 
and their wines of the Südsteiermark. 
 
Little known fact: the Schauer brothers spend much of their 
spare money on wines. They lead a tasting group of six of 
their close friends and winemaking peers. Requests to join 
the tasting group are numerous. They also frequently travel 
to other winegrowing regions to taste and learn. Theirs is a 
lifelong study of wine!  
    

 

 

WINES 
Riesling Kitzeck-Sausal 

Sauvignon Blanc Ried Goldes 
Sauvignon Blanc Ried Gaisriegl   

Sauvignon Blanc Kitzeck-Sausal 
Sauvignon Blanc Südsteiermark 

Weissburgunder Ried Hochtemmel 
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SERESIN 
 

ichael Seresin was born in Wellington, New 
Zealand, but left in the 1960s, when sheep, not 
grapevines, covered the Wairau Plains. He 
settled in Italy, where he was captivated by 

Italian food and wine culture, and began his career as a 
cinematographer. Over time Michael's interest in wine 
developed into a passion. In the early 1990s after 
investigating opportunities to start a winery in Italy, he 
became aware of the quality wines starting to emerge from 
his homeland. After visiting Marlborough, and falling in love 
with the Marlborough Sounds, Michael decided to purchase 
a home there, followed by the purchase of some land in the 
Wairau Valley, which became Seresin's Home Vineyard. 
Planting of vines began immediately, followed by the 
importation and planting of olive varieties. Growing olives 
has been an integral part of Seresin Estate since 1999. The 
three properties are planted with 5,000 olive trees - all 
imported Tuscan varieties chosen for their fresh, peppery and 
intense flavour. 
 
Seresin's first vintage was in 1996 and the winery was 
completed in mid 2000. A year later, the Tatou Vineyard was 
purchased and land in the Omaka valley was purchased for 
development into what is now their Raupo Creek Vineyard. 
 
It is Seresin’s mission to use estate grown grapes from 
organic and biodynamic vineyards which are handpicked and 
transformed into artisan wines through gentle, traditional 
winemaking - wine of passion, grace and spirit. 
 
 
VINEYARDS 
 
Home Vineyard 
Located in the central pocket of the Wairau Valley, the 
certified organic 45 hectare vineyard is made up of free-
draining Waimakariri soils. The land is planted with 
Chardonnay, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir, Sauvignon Blanc, 
Semillion, and Riesling. Olive groves, orchards, and 
vegetable gardens are an important part of the vineyard and 
add to the diversity of the Estate. 
 
Raupo Creek Vineyard: 
The Raupo Creek vineyard is located at the foothills of the 
Omaka Valley. The clay rich soils of the 51 hectare vineyard 
are ideal for growing Pinot Noir. The land is also planted 
with Chardonnay, Gewurztraminer, Pinot Gris, Semillon, 
Sauvignon Blanc, Riesling and Viognier. An additional 25 
hectares are planted with olive groves and vegetable patches 
and used for farmland and pasture. The entire property is 
managed organically and in transition towards certification. 
 

Tatou Vineyard 
The Tatou vineyard is surrounded with olive trees and 
planted in Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir. The 15 hectare 
property is certified organic and located slightly west of the 
Home Vineyard in the Wairau Valley. The fruit from Tatou's 
alluvial shingle soils produces very concentrated aromatic 
wines with structured tannins. 
 
Winemakers 
Winemaker Clive Dougall shaped the style of Seresin wines 
beginning in 2006. In 2016, after five years working with 
Clive, Jordon Hoog was named winemaker. That same year, 
Jordon won the Tonnellerie de Mercurey  Young Winemaker 
of the Year award. The two of them were leaders in 
biodynamic agriculture and winemaking practices, which 
they have passed down to Tamra Kelly-Washington, who 
succeeded Jordon in 2018. Tamra grew up in Marlborough 
and earned a degree in Viticulture and Oenology from 
Lincoln University. Her first position was in the lab at 
Seresin Estate. She then spent time in California, Hunter 
Valley and Margaret River, and Sicily. She returned to New 
Zealand and Australia, and joined Seresin for the 2018 
harvest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WINES 

 
MOMO  

Sauvignon Blanc 
Pinot Noir 

 
SERESIN ESTATE 

Sauvignon Blanc 
Leah Pinot Noir 

Rachel Pinot Noir 
Raupo Creek Pinot Noir 

Sun and Moon Pinot Noir 
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SNOWDEN  

 
nowden brothers Randy and Scott are the second 

generation of a family legacy.  In 1955, their 

parents, Wayne and Virginia Snowden, purchased a 

ranch along a ridge in the eastern foothills of the 

Napa Valley. In addition to the stunning views of St. Helena, 

Rutherford and the San Francisco Bay, the property came 

with seven acres of grapes and six acres of prunes, walnuts, 

plums and peaches – the first vineyards had been planted on 

the property in the 1870’s. In 1962, realizing the future of 

Napa was in wine rather than fruits and nuts, the Snowdens 

planted Cabernet Sauvignon with cuttings from Nathan 

Fay’s vineyard in what is now the Stag’s Leap District.  
 

For the Snowden boys, “The Ranch,” as they called the 

property, was their playground. Work in the vineyard, family 

picnics, and the wildly rustic house, united them in the 

conviction that this was the Snowden family’s place. The 

years passed, the replanted vineyards matured, and the 

woods became forests. Growing up, they worked “cellar rat” 

jobs at some of Napa Valley’s pioneering producers – 

Inglenook, Heitz, Beaulieu and Robert Mondavi.   
 

Careers as winemakers turned out not to be the plan coming 

from a family of ordinary means.  Scott and Randy both had 

to take “day jobs”, but they have managed the property since 

their father’s death in 1977.  Just a year or two later they 

began redeveloping the prime site on the ranch, now called 

“The Brothers’ Vineyard.”  
 

For ten years, all of the Snowden fruit went to their friend 

Warren Winiarski at Stag’s Leap Wine Cellars. In 1993, the 

Snowdens ventured into producing wine under the family 

name. In the ensuing years, the vineyard fruit has gone to the 

family label, Silver Oak Wine Cellars, Frank Family 

Vineyard, Caymus Vineyards, David Ramey and Viader. 

Today, the family still sells some of their fruit to their friends 

at Silver Oak. 
 

Randy and Scott continued to invest in the family legacy. 

They planted additional vineyards – today 23 acres are 

planted to vines – the rest is left to Nature. Those 23 acres 

are divided among locations on the Ranch, each varying in 

elevation, aspect and soil composition. 

• The Lost Orchard – replanted in 1997; 4 acres 

Cabernet Sauvignon;  1 acre Sauvignon Blanc 

• Lower Vineyard – 1.5 acres Cabernet Sauvignon 

• Los Ricos Vineyard – replanted in 1997; 1 acre 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

• Brothers Vineyard – entirely replanted in 2011; 11 

acres Cabernet Sauvignon of clones 169, 191, and 

337 

• The Blending Blocks: 2 acres Merlot, 1 acre Petit 

Verdot, 1 acre Cabernet Franc; Most recently 

planted is .4 of an acre divided between Mourvedre 

and Grenache. 

Snowden Vineyards is a four-generation family affair with 

sons, daughters, wives, and cousins all in the mix.  In January 

of 2005, Diana Snowden, Scott’s daughter, assumed 

winemaking duties. She is the winemaker at Snowden 

Vineyards and the enologist at Domaine Dujac in Burgundy, 

where she resides with her husband Jeremy Seysses and their 

two children, Aubert and Blaise.  
 

Today, Snowden Vineyards produces three Cabernet 

Sauvignons and very small amounts of Sauvignon Blanc, 

Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot from their estate 

vineyards. 
 

Snowden Cabernet Sauvignon Brothers Vineyard  

2013 marked the first year a single vineyard designate wine 

from the 11 acre block called the “Brothers Vineyard” was 

produced. The brothers are, of course, Scott and Randy, who 

replanted the field in 1981 and again in 2011. The Brothers 

Vineyard is the biggest and best vineyard site, situated at 850 

feet of elevation right on the top of our hill.  The block 

overlooks Napa to the south and, just to the north, the hill 

falls dramatically off into Conn Valley. The wine is currently 

made from 100% Cabernet Sauvignon from the specific plot 

called “Palomino Hill”. 

 

Snowden Cabernet Sauvignon The Ranch  

This wine is produced from a combination of younger vines 

and declassified wine from the Brothers Vineyard program. 

Diana has saved the estate Merlot for The Ranch blend. The 

Ranch is more approachable in its youth than its illustrious 

stable mate. It also is bottled unfiltered. 
 

Beyond their investment in the vineyards, the Snowdens’ 

hearts are in this property. We can expect the Snowden 

legacy to continue for generations to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

WINES 

Cabernet Sauvignon The Ranch 

Cabernet Sauvignon Brothers Vineyard 

Sauvignon Blanc Sunninghill 

Merlot Lost Vineyard 

Petit Verdot Levi Philander Davis Vineyard 
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St. MICHAEL-EPPAN  

 
 
n the northern most region of Italy in a valley between 

the Rhaetian Alps and the Dolomites lies the Alto Adige, 

an area often referred to in its German language name of 

the Südtirol. Not surprising is the fact this area seems more 

Teutonic than Latin for the Südtirol was ceded to Italy by 

Austria after World War I.  The Südtirol is the oldest wine 

zone of German-speaking Europe.  

 

The fertile valley surrounded by stunning mountains on 

either side saw a full measure of economic hardship in the 

former century. In defence of these hard times, growers and 

winemakers often banned together to create wine co-ops and 

St. Michael-Eppan founded in the village of Appiano in 1907 

is one of these enterprises. Today, they boast a world class 

winery supported by 350 consortiums and winegrowers. 

Quality is the hallmark here, recognized throughout the 

world. I Vini d’Italia, the Gambero Rosso & Slow Food wine 

guide, chose St. Michael-Eppan as “Italian winery of the year 

2000“. It also named Master winemaker Hans Terzer, 

famous oenologist and absolute forerunner as regards to 

South Tyrolean white wines, one of the best ten Master 

winemakers in the world. 

 

Winery 

In 1909 the winery building was finished in an Art Nouveau 

style. Indeed, the main parts of the building are still fully 

operational today. After a long period of expansion, 

modernisation and adaptation to meet modern demands, the 

recent extensive restoration work represents the latest 

important development in the history of the Winery. Ancient 

versus new, traditional versus modern, all combine 

beautifully to create a harmonious and functional symbiosis. 

To ensure the best quality wines, the winery continues to use 

the typical wooden casks that date back to its foundation, as 

well as state-of-the-art winemaking techniques.  

 

Vineyards 

Through environmentally-friendly work in the vineyard, the 

biological equilibrium of the vine is maintained in a natural 

way throughout the 350 hectares. The vegetation between the 

rows regulates air circulation and the water balance of the 

soil, promotes the formation of humus, protects against 

erosion and creates the ideal environment for useful insects. 

Where necessary, organic fertilisers are utilized rather than 

chemical ones. The choice of the most suitable grape variety 

for a specific area depends on the soil structure and 

microclimate. The traditional South Tyrolean viticultural 

method has always been the pergola one, but today it is being 

replaced by the French Gujot trellising system, primarily in 

vineyards less steep.  

 

 

Winemaker – Hans Terzer 

Hans Terzer focuses particularly on white wines. In a 

relatively short space of time, with his Pinot Blanc, Pinot 

Gris, Chardonnay and Gewürztraminer, he has produced the 

cream of white wines in Italy. The main characteristics of his 

wines are clean aromas, pleasant balanced acidity and above 

all a harmony which makes tasting them a complete pleasure. 

The Sanct Valentin line pays homage to the perfection of 

these wines. The Pinot Noir, the Cabernet Sauvignon, the 

Lagrein and the Merlot, which have recently been added to 

the Sanct Valentin line, prove that Hans Terzer also has the 

magic touch with South Tyrol's great red wines. Hans is a 

pioneer who works with the characteristic obstinacy of the 

South Tyroleans, as well as with ambition, but above all, 

with technical competence and constant commitment. St. 

Michael-Eppan was one of the first wineries in South Tyrol 

to introduce barriques into their winery. Hans Terzer is 

constantly raising the bar of quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Chardonnay 

Gewurztraminer 

Pinot Bianco 

Lagrein 

Pinot Grigio 

Pinot Nero 

Pinot Bianco Schulthauser 

Pinot Grigio Anger 

Sauvignon Lahn 

Sanct Valentin Pinot Bianco 

Sanct Valentin Pinot Grigio 

Sanct Valentin Sauvignon 
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TIBERIO  

 
 

he story of Azienda Agricola Tiberio rings more 

like a new world tale than one from the old world 

of the ancient lands beneath the Majella and Gran 

Sasso mountains in Abruzzo. At 350 meters, 

twenty three miles inland from the seaside city of Pescara 

near the hillside town of Cugnoli, Riccardo Tiberio found an 

old plot of Trebbiano Abruzzese vines roughly 50 years old 

so impressive that he decided to change his and his family’s 

destiny. As the export manager for a well known cantina in 

the region, Riccardo knew well what Abruzzo grapes could 

offer and what the modern world expected.  

 

He made the plunge in 2000, purchasing the 8 hectare old 

vine plot of Trebbiano Abruzzese with 31 hectares of land 

suitable for his single estate wines. Guided by decades of 

personal experience and one of Italy’s most renowned 

nurseries, Riccardo planted a selection of indigenous 

varieties matched to the different soil characteristics in the 

vineyard. Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Trebbiano Abruzzese, 

and Aglianico were planted along with Pecorino and 

Moscato di Castiglione clones from ancient vines in the area. 

Experiments with small plantings of international varietals 

were also undertaken. When Tiberio released its first vintage 

in 2004, the wine cognoscenti took notice of Tiberio’s 

mineral whites and fruit forward reds. 

 

In 2008, Riccardo Tiberio handed over the reins of the 

winery to his highly competent children, daughter Cristiana 

and son Antonio. The role of agronomist went to Antonio 

while Cristiana assisted in the winemaking duties. Cristiana 

was no stranger to the science of winemaking; she is a 

chemistry graduate with training stints in Champagne and 

Australia backed by repeated visits to the Mosel and Chablis. 

In 2011, she took over all the winemaking duties and is now 

solely responsible for the wines made at the estate. Antonio 

and Cristiana decided to uproot the international varieties 

and to replace them with more Pecorino and Trebbiano 

Abruzzese. They choose to use massal selections from their 

old vines because over the years they found massal selections 

give much better, more complex wines than those made from 

clonal selection vines.  

 

Tiberio’s Trebbiano Abruzzese vines are especially 

noteworthy as they are amongst the oldest in Abruzzo and 

the real thing. True Trebbiano Abruzzese is rare; much of 

Abruzzo’s vineyards are actually planted to Bombino 

Bianco, Mostosa, and Trebbiano Toscano which until very 

recently was routinely confused with Trebbiano Abruzzese. 

However, while the four share similar features they are 

distinct varieties.  Trebbiano Abruzzese is the most noble of 

the four, producing wines that, while delicate and light  

bodied, have greater depth and complexity. Also, Tiberio’s 

Pecorino vines, planted in 2000, are amongst the oldest in the 

region. 

 

The rolling Abruzzo hills, which slope down from the 

Apennines toward the Adriatic Sea, are characterized by 

mild sea breezes and cool air currents coming in from the 

massif Majella. The region was the home to ancient Roman 

villae rusticate, large organized agricultural entities. Grapes 

were among the many crops.  Although the land is Roman in 

history, Cristiana and Antonio have a modern perspective in 

the cellar and tend their vineyards with a farmer’s care. The 

Tiberio siblings have one goal in mind: make wines that 

clearly speak of the varieties and the land they come from.  

 

Trebbiano Abruzzese and Pecorino varieties are planted on 

limestone soils. This, in combination with the cool breezes 

from the mountains and ocean, produces wines of minerality 

with acidity and structure as their hallmark. The reds are on 

a soil mixture of limestone and clay. Cristiana and Antonio 

seek to express freshness of fruit in their Montepulciano 

d’Abruzzo DOP and are planning to release a Riserva wine 

of more depth and richness in the near future.  

 

With Gambero Rosso bestowing them with 2 bicchieri for 

nearly all of their wines. Their Pecorino has received 3 

bicchieri nearly every year since the 2010 vintage. Decanter 

naming them “one of Italy’s Rising Stars” in 2013, and rave 

reviews from the International Wine Cellar, Azienda 

Agricola Tiberio is well on its way to becoming one of Italy’s 

finest producers of wine, whites especially.  

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

   WINES   

 

Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo DOP 

Trebbiano d’Abruzzo DOP 

Pecorino Colline Pescarese IGP 

                 Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOP 

      Fonte Canale Trebbiano d’Abruzzo DOP 

Colle Vota Montepulciano d’Aburzzo DOP 
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TRIENNES  

 
 

n the late 1980's Jacques Seysses, founder of Domaine 

Dujac, and Aubert de Villaine, co-owner of Domaine 

de la Romanée-Conti, began searching for a vineyard in 

the south of France. The two icons of Burgundy, along 

with good friend Michel Macaux, were convinced that great 

wines could be produced in the Var, an area better known for 

quaffable rosés than complex, world-class reds and whites.  

 

In 1989, they purchased an existing 46-hectare estate in 

Provence, northeast of Marseille and due east of Aix-en-

Provence. The three amigos were impressed by the site’s 

southern exposure and clay and limestone soils, which in 

some areas resembled the great terroirs of Burgundy and in 

others the top coteaux of St. Emilion.  

 

The estate, which shows evidence of settlement and culture 

since Etruscan times, is located between 370-410 meters 

above sea level on a gently sloping hillside between the 

mountain ranges of Monts Aurelien and Sainte Baume. The 

climate is the classic warm days and cool nights that most 

exceptional appellations enjoy. The unusually long growing 

season virtually guarantees consistently ripe fruit with good 

acidities and great complexity.  

 

As evidenced by the rave reviews from the press and trade 

their efforts have been successful. Over the years, Triennes 

has been transformed from a neglected parcel in an obscure, 

little regarded region into one of the top wine producing 

estates in Southern France. 

 

The trio started by building a new winemaking facility that 

was harmonious with its surroundings and equipped with all 

the high-tech and low-tech tools needed to produce first-class 

wines. They grafted most of the existing Cinsault vines over 

to Viognier, Chardonnay, Cabernet, Merlot, and Syrah. Then 

they radically pruned the vines (reducing canes by 50% in 

length) to lower yields and raise quality. Finally, ground 

cover was planted between every two rows, to further control 

vigor, reduce surface water, and fix organic matter into the 

soil. Triennes employs sustainable farming methods to 

preserve the character and integrity of the land. To 

orchestrate the entire winery and vineyards respected local 

enologist Rémy Laugier was hired in 1997 to continue the 

winery’s pursuit of quality. Current plantings 38ha. 

Among friends, trying to name a wine can be a circuitous 

romp of interconnecting ideas. Here is how this story goes: 

 

There are many Roman vestiges all over Provence. It is 

important to remember that the name Provence derives from 

the Latin Provincia, meaning province. Provence was the 

first Roman province in Gaul. The vineyards of Triennes are 

planted on the slopes of the Mont Aurélien, named after 

Aurelius Augustus, the roman emperor. He commissioned 

the famous Via Aurelia to be built, which goes all through 

Provence, passing at the foot of the mountain named after 

him. Triennes has its share of Roman ruins, with an 

underground aqueduct and water basin. 

 

To the names…The first red wine produced was a blend of 

Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon. Making a reference to 

Triennes’ location, they called the wine Les Auréliens. Later 

a reserve version was produced only to discover the word 

“reserve” is not allowed for Vin de Pays. So the name had to 

change.  It felt natural that the counterpart to Les Auréliens 

should be Auguste (remember Aurelius Augustus). The 

friends opted for Saint Auguste because the celebration of St 

Auguste is on February 29th (think leap year).  

 

Now, if you are going to name the red wine Saint Auguste, 

you might as well name the white wine Sainte Fleur, Fleur 

for the floral aromatics of the viognier grape. Why not?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

WINES 

 

St. Auguste- Cabernet Sauvignon/Syrah Blend 

Ste. Fleur- Viognier 

Rosé 
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TRIG POINT  

 
 

rig Point is produced by Nick Goldschmidt and his 

wife Yolyn. After flying the globe for many years 

as the head-winemaker for the likes of Simi, Allied 

Domecq, and Beam Estates, Nick decided to start 

a family company with his wife Yolyn in 1998. The goal of 

the company was to focus on site specific winemaking from 

great vineyard sites from around the world. Having produced 

so many world class wines from around the globe, Nick knew 

exactly from which vineyard sites he would choose to make 

his wines. 

 

The wines Nick and Yolyn Goldschmidt produce are all 

single vineyard, handcrafted, small production, artisan 

wines. 

 

VINEYARD 

The Trig Point Vineyard sits on a bench land site in the 

Alexander Valley facing southeast in a beautiful bowl. This 

unique topography protects the vineyard from the wind. The 

early morning fog and deep gravelly loam soils are ideal for 

growing Cabernet Sauvignon. Nick has worked with this 

vineyard many years, as it was the predominate vineyard for 

the Simi Cabernet Reserve program from 1980 - 1997. 

Indeed, one of the great uncompromising vineyards of the 

Alexander Valley and certainly a "trig point" for growing 

classy Bordeaux varietals. 

 

WINEMAKER 

Born and educated in New Zealand, Nick Goldschmidt’s 

career began in 1982 with a research position at the New 

Zealand Lincoln University where he graduated with 

Distinction in Horticulture. Nick went on to specialize in 

viticulture studies at Wagga Wagga, and oenology at the 

highly acclaimed Roseworthy program, at Adelaide 

University in South Australia. During his time as a student 

Nick worked at noted wineries such as Kumeu River, 

Coopers Creek and Babich. In 1989, after 18 months of 

winemaking in Australia, New Zealand, California, and 

South America; including his first harvest in Chile as 

winemaker for Calitera, Nick returned to California with an 

amazing range of winemaking experiences. 

 

In 1990, Nick and his wife Yolyn settled down in 

Healdsburg, California, with Nick taking the role of Simi's 

Associate Winemaker. Nick was promoted to Chief 

Winemaker in 1991 and became Vice President and Chief 

Winemaker in 1996. Nick spent a total of 13 years at Simi 

and was one of the driving forces that brought the Simi 

Reserve Cabernet program to notoriety. In May of 2003 Nick 

accepted the position of Executive Vice President and 

winemaker at Allied Domecq Wines USA. During  

subsequent acquisitions Nick was named Vice President and 

Executive Domestic Winemaker for Beam Estates wine 

portfolio. 

 

As winemaker for Beam estates, Nick oversaw the 

production of Clos Du Bois, Buena Vista, Haywood, Garcia, 

Atlas Peak, William Hill, Gary Farrell and Jakes Fault. In the 

global arena his work has taken him to Mexico, Spain, 

Argentina and New Zealand where he was involved with 

blends being imported into the domestic market as well as 

several domestic brands that were being exported into global 

markets. 

 

In 1998 Nick and Yolyn Goldschmidt, established their own 

line of wines with the release of Goldschmidt Vineyards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Chardonnay Sonoma Coast 

 

Alexander Valley  
Merlot Diamond Dust Vineyard 

Cabernet Sauvignon Diamond Dust Vineyard 

Zinfandel The Railyard 
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VALLEIN TERCINIER  
 

 
or the family that has produced Cognacs in 
Chermignac for five generations, there is one 
guiding principle: follow the family tradition of 
care and obsession with flavor that goes into each 

bottle, not the fashion of the moment. That focus on 
creating the most pleasurable experience in the glass, 
following the same recipes that have been handed down 
through the generations, drives all the distilling, blending 
and aging decisions for Vallein Tercinier.   
 
In 1791, Louis Vallein purchased Domaine des Forges in 
the Charente-Maritime, some 35 kilometers from the city of 
Cognac. His winegrower son Napoleon divided the property   
between his children. Georges Vallein, son of Napoleon, 
became owner of the estate, distiller, wine and spirits 
merchant, and founder of the trading firm in 1850. His son 
Paul bought the Camille Dupuis Company in 1920, 
developed the family blends and sold these Cognacs in 
bottle. Paul’s sister Edith married and her son Louis 
Tercinier’s vision to share their bounty throughout Europe 
drove more than 30 years of expansion. Robert Tercinier, 
great-grandson of Georges, led the production of Cognac 
for the family and other shippers.  
 
In 1980, Robert’s son Louis and daughter Catherine 
assumed responsibility for Vallein Tercinier, and today, 
their nieces and nephews also contribute to the family 
passion. Catherine leads the operational side of the business 
while Louis and his son Matthieu handle production. 
Catherine’s husband Stephane Roudier shares the sublime 
tastes of their Cognac line across the globe, and their 
nephew Guillaume has recently begun as apprentice to 
Cellar Master Foucaldt DeMendytte’s skill and artistry. 
Guillaume studied at both other Cognac houses and a 
winery in Australia to broaden his knowledge before 
returning home to Domaine des Forges. Foucaldt has 
carefully tended the VT flame for over 30 years. One of the 
few dedicated Cellar Masters exclusively working with one 
distiller, he carries on the family traditions, handed down 
from his father, and ensures the commitment to making the 
highest quality spirits remains paramount.  His historical 
knowledge of tastes and smells make up each recipe. 
Vallein Tercinier remains a tightly-knit, family-owned 
company in an era of large corporate Cognac makers.  
 
An obsession with quality begins with the family property, 
where 27 hectares of grapes are grown in the Fin Bois, and 
the first distillation in the 8 copper alembic charentais, or 
pot stills.  One of these eight is a unique double boiler, 
which requires a rare and precise skill to manage. The first 
distillation lasts between 8 – 10 hours of a 24-hour cycle, 

and results in a brouillis of 28 to 30% alcohol by volume. 
The second fermentation begins, where the high alcohol 
heads, or la tetes, and the tails, queues, are separated from 
the hearts, which are mandated to be 72.4% alcohol by 
volume.  Vallein Tercinier’s cellar master’s talents and 
unique abilities to draw out the most desirable aromatic and 
flavor characteristics distinguishes their classic spirits and 
single cask selections. VT prides itself on distilling with the 
lees to highlight fruity nuances and add a crunchiness in 
texture, complexity and depth to their Cognacs. The hot 
eau-de-vies spend a few hours in large oak barriques, some 
dating to 1850, to extract vanillin and caramel notes from 
the wood.   
 
Then the distillates are transferred to neutral oak barrels for 
aging. Only the highest quality barrels are used for Vallein 
Tercinier spirits. Carefully selected from Limousin and 
Troncannais oaks, the Tercinier family chooses medium 
toasting to elicit smooth texture and flavors.  The average 
age of these prized barrels is 40 to 50 years old. Barrels are 
moved from their dry to natural wet cellars, their Le Petit 
Paradis, to perfect the eau-de-vies’ concentrations and 
fruity, heady, spicy, nutty features – and to reduce the 
amount of “angel’s share” lost to evaporation.   
 
 Once per year, Catherine, Stephane, and the cellar master 
create the blends based on smooth texture, well balanced 
taste and aromas. Vallein Tercinier’s house style showcases 
fruit essences and round, full mouthfeel – cognacs that 
appeal to gourmands – smooth and well balanced. Very 
special barrels of exceptional quality may be chosen for 
single cask selections. Extraordinary batches are set aside in 
Le Petit Paradis, which is also the deepest cellar reserved 
for very long aging.  
 
VT’s classic Cognac line offers delights for both the serious 
connoisseur and new cognac initiate. VT prides itself on 
aging their cognacs longer, in most cases far longer, than 
the minimum required for each designation. The V.S. and 
V.S.O.P are aged a minimum of 5 - 7 years, although many 
wines in these blends are much older. These spirits 
highlight the house style: fruitiness with a smooth finish.  
In VT’s Napoléon the youngest eau-de-vie is 15 years old 
and the average age of the wines is 35 years old. Traditional 
X.O. cognacs are aged an average of 15 years, while 
Vallein Tercinier’s youngest eau-de-vie is 35 years old .  
 
Many Cognac houses do not follow a standard aging 
regimen for their Hors d’Age bottling; VT’s youngest eau-
de-vie is 40 years old, and the oldest dates to 1922.    For 
each single cask selection, Tercinier focuses on a different 
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 flavor profile to highlight. The 46° X.O. Small Batch 
blends 35 and 15 year old eau-de-vies, without color or 
chill-filtering.  
 
Pineau des Charentes Blanc marries Cognac with 
unfermented grape juice for a delightful aperitif or cocktail 
mixer. The St Michel Crème au Cognac is a unique cream 
caramel cognac liqueur with a luscious richness to enjoy on 
its own, or over ice cream.  
 
The depth of Vallein Tercinier’s cellars are legendary.  The 
oldest eau-de-vies date from 1934 – over 80 years in cask. 
The care they take in each bottling is evident from the 
hand-stamped wax medallions on the premier offerings. 
These treasures inspire and guide the family mandate to 
produce cognacs that bring pleasure. First, make spirits they 
want to drink at their own table. Then they know customers 
will delight in them. While other Cognac houses devise 
increasingly elaborate packaging, the Tercinier family 
believe it is what is in the bottle that counts.  Ensuring that 
quality is the legacy each generation inherts, and which 
they reverently and lovingly pass down to their 
descendants.  As they say, «   Today we are aging Cognac 
for the next generation. »> 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

WINES 

Cognac V.S. Selection 
Cognac V.S.O.P. Selection   

Cognac Napoléon Vieille Reserve 
Cognac Fine Champagne X.O. Vieille Reserve 

Cognac Hors d’ Age 
Cognac 46° X.O. Small Batch 

Pineau des Charentes Blanc 
St Michel Crème Liqueur 

 Single Cask Selections 



 

VINO LAURIA  

 
 

here is something about our roots that draws us 

homeward time and time again. Such was the case 

for Vito Lauria, owner and winemaker at Vino 

Lauria. Born and raised in Sicily, Vito did what 

many young people do after secondary school. He left.  

 

With winemaking in his family blood, Vito decided to attend 

the University of Udine in Friuli where he obtained a degree 

in Enology in 2003. After stepping off the campus he worked 

at a number of wineries in northern Italy for a few years 

before returning to Sicily in 2005. Vito came home to open 

the old family winery in Alcamo, 30 miles west of Palermo.  

 

Alcamo is an ancient city founded in 828 by the Muslim 

commander al-Kamuk (after whom it is named). The 

Normans came into town around 1060 moving the Muslims 

out. Move over Normans, the Christians show up in 1221 

followed by the Kingdom of Naples who reigned until 1618 

when The House of Bourbon from France stepped in. Two 

centuries later the citizens of Alcamo were strong supporters 

of Garibaldi, who overthrew the Bourbons in Sicily and 

united what we know as today’s Italy. 

 

Upon his return in 2005 to Alcamo, Vito became the 

Enologist for organic farming for a local winery. His family 

winery started by Vito’s grandfather, also named Vito, began 

production in 1958 only to close due to economic hardship 

in 1993. Vito was determined to revitalize the family winery. 

So, between 2005 and 2010, while working for others, he 

spent part of his time doing just that. While the winery site 

and building are still the original, the tools for making wine 

are the most modern of our day. In 2010, Vito released his 

first vintage of wines under the winery name Vino Lauria. 

 

In the valley around Alcamo are vineyards spread far and 

wide creating a beautiful setting in western Sicily. Seventy 

hectares (168 acres) lie at 600-1000 meters (1968-3280 feet) 

above sea level. The red grapes are planted on the clay soils. 

The whites are planted on the calcareous soils. Vino Lauria 

is focused on the indigenous varieties of Sicily - Grillo, 

Catarratto, Fontane Bianche, and Zibibbo for whites, plus 

Nero d’Avola, Perricone, and Frappato for reds. 

 

Vito is a master of organic farming practices. His harvesting 

practices and approach to winemaking delivers wines of 

more restraint and balance than you find in many offerings 

from Sicily. While others go for power. Vito goes for 

balance. Except for Perpetuo, all of our offerings are from 

organically certified vineyards. Perpetuo is from Grillo 

grapes trellised by small trees and, keeping alive the spirit of 

Father Vito Lauria, is aged solera style in the same barrel 

used by him. It is a delicious dry nutty wine similar to a dry 

amontillado sherry.   

 

Vito primarily has long term leases where he farms the 

vineyards that provide him grapes. He does own 

Costabisaccia Vineyard, 5.5 ha (13.5 acres) of Catarratto in 

Alcamo DOC, and Liveri Vineyard, 8 ha (19.6 acres) of Nero 

d’Avola located southwest of Alcamo.    

 

Vito’s labels are some of the most daring and fun you will 

encounter. For some of his bottlings he uses fanciful names 

–  Zio Paolo (uncle Paul), Solerte (diligent), Alacre (brisk 

and cheerful readiness), and Perpetuo (perpetual). Many of 

the labels are playful pictorial representations of Vito’s 

tasting notes for each wine. See if you can describe what his 

wines taste like from the label.     

 

Vino Lauria are wines of fun that deliver immediate 

pleasure! Salute! 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Rosé di Zio Paolo 

 

Whites 

Grillo 

Perpetuo (Grillo) 

Fontane Bianche 

Solerte (Zibibbo, Catarratto) 

 

Reds 

Frappato 

Zio Paolo (Nero d’Avola)   

Alacre (Nero d’Avola, Perricone) 
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WARIS-HUBERT  

 
 

ften in the region of Champagne, from the hands 

of matrimony stems the joining not only of two 

people but plots of vineyard land as well. In 1997, 

Stéphanie Hubert and Olivier Waris were wed. 

Each of them is the fourth generation of grape growing 

families in Avize, a Grand Cru-classified village of the Côte 

des Blancs; born was their estate-Waris-Hubert, with 

vineyards in the villages of Avize, Oger, Cramant, Chouilly 

and Aÿ, all classified “Grand Cru”, along with the communes 

of Grauves, Bisseuil and Sézanne, terroirs of character. 

Together this is an exceptional collection of vineyards, in all 

a total of 11 hectares (26 acres).  

 

Champagne – The Region 

Just 90 miles northeast of Paris, the Champagne region is 

carved in two by the River Marne. Three-quarters of the 

vineyards of Champagne are in the Marne region. In total 

there are over 19,000 growers.  

 

In Champagne, all 318 villages are quality rated in the 

Echelle des Crus system (literally ‘ladder of growths’) and 

given a classification rating between 100% and 80%. Some 

257 of these are assessed somewhere between 80 and 89. One 

rung higher are the 44 premiers crus, which range in their 

classification from 90 to 99. Top of the heap are the 17 Grand 

Cru villages, all rated 100% on the Echelle des Crus. Less 

than 9% of all the planted vineyard land in Champagne has a 

Grand Cru rating.  

 

The Côte des Blancs is home to six of the seventeen 

classified Champagne Grand Cru vineyards. Stretching 

twelve miles from Epernay southwest to Vertus, most of the 

vineyards are facing east on steep to very steep profiles. 

Nearly all (95%) of the plantings are Chardonnay. 

Champagnes from this region are known for their minerality, 

freshness and finesse. Named “Blanc” after the white grape 

variety planted there, one could easily believe the Côte was 

named for the chalky whitish Kimmeridgian limestone clay 

soils.      

 

Waris-Hubert 

As noted above, Waris-Hubert has vineyard plots in 5 of the 

17 Grand Cru villages. Avize, Oger, Cramant, and Chouilly 

are on the Côte des Blancs. Aÿ, known for Pinot Noir, is 

located just north of the Côte des Blancs in the Vallée de la 

Marne. 

 

Overseeing every stage of their champagne production, 

Stéphanie and Olivier practice “viticulture raisonnée” or 

rational viticulture, a practice of protecting the environment, 

human health and animal welfare, like “sustainable 

agriculture” in the US. They take their role as stewards of 

their land very seriously.  

 

At harvest, each plot is vinified separately in stainless steel 

tanks; they want to be able to blend the best attributes and 

flavors of the Côte des Blancs, the Sézannais and the Vallée 

de la Marne. 

 

Every cuvée of Champagne Waris-Hubert benefits from cold 

settling for 72 hours and low-temperature fermentation. 

Once the alcoholic fermentation is over, the wines are aged 

on lees for one month, whereupon they are racked and 

allowed to commence malolactic fermentation. These stages 

contribute to the refinement of the flavors and finesse of 

Waris-Hubert Champagnes. 

 

The house style is to express freshness of fruit and easy 

drinkability with minerality and refined structure. These are 

Champagnes that both the novice and the experienced taster 

will enjoy. 

 

The Sorting Table is very proud to introduce Stéphanie and 

Olivier Waris and Champagne WARIS-HUBERT to 

America.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINES 

Rosé  

 Pinot Noir Brut 

Grand Cru Chardonnay Brut 

 Grand Cru Chardonnay Brut Zero 

Grand Cru Chardonnay Brut Millésime 

O 
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